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“The creative part is really more interesting than the deductive part. Instead of
concentrating just on finding good answers to questions, it’s more important to learn
how to find good questions!”,
— Donald E. Knuth, The TEXbook.
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INTRODUCTION
The subject of this thesis is the arithmetic theory of (definite) quadratic forms in the language
of algebraic geometry. In order to preserve classical arithmetic properties we restricted ourselves to
curves over finite fields. Nevertheless, the intention of working over more general schemes should be
clear throughout the thesis. In this regard, a general theory of adeles for higher dimensional schemes
would be an essential step towards a general theory.
The problem of representability of an integer by an integral quadratic form can be solved lo-
cally by the Hasse-principle. Namely, if the quadratic form represents the given number locally
everywhere, then it represents this number with rational coefficients. This establishes a qualitative
relation between local and global representability of a number by a given quadratic form. We could
ask ourselves for a quantitative analogue: does there exist a relation between the number of local
representations and the number of global ones? The first concrete and satisfactory attempt to precise
this question was done by Gotthold Eisenstein [Eis47], where he realized the importance of certain
weighted sums for genera of positive definite ternary quadratic forms (nowadays known as the Maß
of the genus), which could be expressed as an infinite product of local densities over the prime
numbers. Eisenstein’s formula was later proved by Minkowski and Smith. The first general answer
to this question, though, was given by Carl Ludwig Siegel in [Sie35] and two subsequent papers,
where he proved a more general version of Eisenstein’s formula: the so calledMinkowski-Siegel formula.
In the late 1950ies Tsuneo Tamagawa conjectured that the Minkowski-Siegel formula should be
equivalent to the fact that certain measure of a fundamental domain in an adele group of the special
orthogonal group of the quadratic form, is 2. The measure of this fundamental domain is known as
the Tamagawa number of the orthogonal group (which can be defined for any reductive algebraic
group). Tamagawa’s “intuition” was confirmed by Andre´ Weil in his celebrated lectures [Wei82],
where he proved that the Tamagawa number of the special orthogonal group of a quadratic form (over
a field not of characteristic 2) is 2. In the case the group is semi-simple (for example the quadratic
form is unimodular), the Tamagawa number is canonically defined; whereas in the case of reductive
(non semi-simple) groups some extra normalizations (so called convergence factors) must be chosen.
A far more abstract interpretation of Siegel’s formula was done by A. Weil again, in [Wei65]; a more
analytical study of the formula with tools from harmonic analysis on topological groups (this kind of
formulas are known as the “Siegel-Weil type” formulas). In this direction, [Har74] proved a Siegel-
Weil type formula in the function field case for dimensions greater or equal to 5 (so the quadratic
forms are indefinite in this case). Here we deal, though in a more geometrical context, with definite
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quadratic forms, so the dimension is at most 4. Even though this is not exactly the complement, since
it remains open the study of indefinite forms of dimensions lesser or equal to 4. All these results give
a concrete contribution to the rather under-developed situation of the theory of modular forms in
the function field case (not in the very general frame of automorphic representations). In particular,
we are interested in theta functions associated to (definite) quadratic forms defined over function fields.
In an attempt to understand this “analytical world”, we started with our very first motivation:
integral classification for definite ternary quadratic forms over global function fields of characteristic
not 2. I conjecture (based on some facts on supersingular elliptic curves and on its function fields
analogues: the supersingular Drinfeld modules), that as in the classical case (cf. [Sch97]), the integral
classes of definite ternary quadratic forms over global function fields are determined by their “theta
series”, or what amounts the same, by their representation numbers.
It is one of the main aims of this work, to prove the (arithmetical version of the) Minkowski-Siegel
formula for definite quadratic bundles over curves over finite fields (Theorem 4.4.1), which relates the
global representation numbers in the genus with the local representation numbers.
In a joint work with Prof. J. Morales and J. Bureau (Louisiana) we prove Schiemann’s result for
the rational function field case and quadratic forms of small (say prime) discriminant. This result,
is again a step towards an attempt to give an explicit algorithm to compute endomorphism rings of
rank 2 supersingular Drinfeld modules (cf. [Cer]), and gives some understanding to the analytical
problem depicted above.
We shortly summarize the contents of the thesis after the first introductory chapter, where we
settle notation of basic facts and some proofs, as for example the representability of the orthogonal
group of a quadratic bundle over any scheme.
We proceed with Chapter 2. One first attempt to study the Minkowski-Siegel formula in a more
geometric language (on curves over finite fields), is the study of the geometry of numbers for com-
pletions of global fields of positive characteristic. This non-archimedian geometry is pretty much
different from the classical one (for example all triangles are isosceles), something which has pros
but also cons. The main tool in the study of the geometry of numbers in this context is the basic
theorem of Riemann-Roch (Theorem 2.2.6). With a more classical approach, we found a new version
of the well known Hermite’s Lemma (Theorem 2.1.6) which gives a proof of a theorem of Harder
(Theorem 2.1.12). Unaware of this at the time of my investigations, I found this approach for the
proof of Harder’s theorem was already taken in [Ger79] (found after reading a book of Lam on Serre’s
Conjecture).
The studies in §2.2 were done with the intention of obtaining sufficient information to prove a step
(the left hand side) of the Minkowski-Siegel formula. In this direction the Proposition 2.2.10 (after
which I got to know it existed already in the literature: [GI63]) seems to shed some positive light.
Instead, we use more traditional methods of elementary analytic number theory (in the framework of
arithmetical semi-groups, cf. [Kno75]).
At the end, we study the extension property of quadratic bundles defined over an affine, Zariski
open subset of a projective curve (see later for some restrictions) to the whole.
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In the third chapter we study some properties of the adele orthogonal groups, of its Haar measures,
and define the necessary ingredients for the proof of the main formula. We give also a proof of the
well known fact, that the Hasse principle holds for orthogonal groups over global function fields.
In the last chapter, we prove the Minkowski-Siegel formula for definite (and integral, which is not
an essential restriction) quadratic bundles on curves over finite fields (Theorem 4.4.1). We follow the
lines of the original proof in [Sie35] and also the very nice exposition of it in M. Kneser’s [Kne92].
In [Sie37] Siegel gives a proof of his formula for the case of number fields. We prove a function field
counterpart of this last result, and hence the ideas contained in it are also of help.
At the end, we explain some consequences of the Minkowski-Siegel formula, and a suggestion (of
Prof. Stuhler) to derive this formula from the Lefschetz trace formula, as recently appeared in [BD05].
An interesting application is Theorem 4.5.2, which states that there are finitely many isomorphism
classes of definite integral quadratic forms q over global rings (of positive characteristic) with the
following property: any one dimensional quadratic form represented by some form in the genus of q is
indeed represented by q. This result generalizes the analogue of Watson’s result over Z (cf. [Wat53]
and [Wat76]). In the function field case, and only for the special case of the ring Fq[T ], this result
was recently proved in [CD05].
Some words about the numeration used throughout. The thesis is divided, in this order, in chapters,
sections, subsections, subsubsections and deeper logical units. By abuse of terminology, I will call by
section any section or deeper (subsection, subsubsection, paragraph). When refering to a section we
use the numbering: Chapter.Section.Subsection.Subsubsection.Paragraph.Subparagraph (for example
2.3.4.2). The sections (and deeper) do not have “absolute coordinates” when declared (i.e. 2.3
Hermite’s theorem is subsection 3 of section 2, but there is no information about the chapter in the
declaration). Similarly, the subparagraph: [2.3.4] Lattice reduction, is the fourth subparagraph of the
third paragraph of the second subsection, but one cannot extract from the declaration itself the chapter
and section to which it corresponds (other than directly from the text). The goal of this numeration,
is to avoid nasty numberings such as: (1.3.2.3.4) Lattice reduction, as it would instead appear.
This thesis was typeset with smfbook.cls.
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CHAPTER 1
QUADRATIC BUNDLES AND ORTHOGONAL GROUPS
In this chapter we collect basic definitions and elementary results to be used throughout the thesis,
most of which is well known.
Some notation:
– A× is the multiplicative subgroup of A, andA∨ is the dual (with A having the necessary structure).
– The star ? will be used to denote an arbitrary/indeterminate charachter/word, which will be
understood from the context.
– All schemes are taken in the sense of Grothendieck; i.e. separated pre-schemes.
– Unless otherwise stated, all rings will be supposed to be associative, commutative and with unit.
1. Valuations and Norms
Let R be a ring (which we suppose throughout to be associative, commutative and with unit), Γ0
a totally ordered commutative group, written additively. We denote by Γ := (Γ0)∞ the commutative
monoid obtained by adjoining an extra element, ∞, to Γ. We define on Γ a commutative monoid law
and a total order, by simply extending the given ones as follows.
For the monoid law, we define x + y to be ∞ if any of the summands is ∞, otherwise the sum is
already in Γ0 ⊂ Γ. This gives a commutative monoid structure on Γ. The total order is extended
by declaring x < ∞ for any x ∈ Γ0. We can instead give an intrinsic construction, requiring Γ to
be a totally ordered commutative monoid with a unique maximal element ∞, such that the induced
monoid law on Γ0 := Γ \ {∞} gives indeed a (commutative) group structure.
1.1. Valuations. — A valuation on R with values in Γ is a map v : R → Γ satisfying the
following properties:
Val.1) v(1R) = 0, v(0) = +∞;
Val.2) v(xy) = v(x) + v(y), ∀x, y ∈ R;
Val.3) v(x+ y) ≥ inf(v(x), v(y)).
In the case, that R is an integral domain, there exists a unique valuation taking only the values 0
and ∞. This valuation is called the trivial valuation, and will be left out from our considerations.
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Before we give some examples, let us introduce elementary concepts related to valuations on fields,
in which we are mainly interested. Let K be a field, and v a valuation on it (with values in Γ). The
subset
R := R(v) := {x ∈ K | v(x) ≥ 0} ⊂ K,
is a subring, called the valuation ring of v, and
M :=M(v) := {x ∈ K | v(x) > 0} ⊂ R,
is a maximal R-ideal, called the (maximal) ideal associated with v. The field κ := κ(v) := R/M
is the residue field of v. Finally, Γv := v(K
×) is a subgroup of Γ0, called the value group of v.
Whenever we do not mention the group Γ0, we assume it is the additive group of the rational
integers Z. In this case, the valuation of K is called discrete (cf. Remark 1.1.2); or equivalently, v is
discrete when the valuation ring R(v) is principal (see [Bou98, Chapter VI, page 392]).
Example 1.1.1. — (1) Let K = Fq be any finite field, and v a valuation on it. Then v(x) = 0
for any 0 6= x ∈ K, since K× is a finite group ([Wei95, Lemma 1, page 2]) and 1K ∈ K×, for which
v(1K) = 0, by definition. So, v is the trivial valuation.
(2) If K = Q, we can define for each (rational) prime number p a valuation as follows. For an
integer a ∈ Z define vp(a) as the power of p appearing in the prime decomposition of a (it can be 0).
Then we extend this to the rationals: x = a/b ∈ Q× by defining vp(x) := vp(a) − vp(b). This is a
valuation, called the p-adic valuation.
(3) For the rational function field K = Fq(T ), we proceed as for Q. We take any irreducible
polynomial P ∈ Fq[T ], and define for the elements in the ring Fq[T ] the P -adic-valuation. Since Fq[T ]
is a Dedekind (and Euclidean) ring, we can argue as before, by setting vP (Q) to be the highest power
of P in the prime decomposition of Q ∈ Fq[T ]. This extends as before to a valuation in the function
field Fq(T ). One figures out what the valuation rings and residue fields are.
Remark 1.1.2. — For a given valuation v on K, one introduces the M-adic topology on R (see
[Bou98, Chapter III]), induced from the basis of open sets of 0 ∈ R given by the powers Mn of the
maximal ideal M, for n ∈ N. We say that any two valuations v and v′ on K are equivalent, if the
filtrations {M(v)} and {M(v′)} define the same topology on R.
1.2. Ramification. — Let K ′/K be a finite field extension, and v′ be a valuation with values in Γ
(not necessarily discrete, i.e. v′((K ′)×) may not be isomorphic, as group, to Z). Then the restriction
v′ |K gives a valuation on K. It is easy to see, that R := R(v) = R′ ∩ K, where R′ := R(v′), so
we have a group inclusion Γv ⊂ Γv′ . The index [Γv′ : Γv] will be denoted by e(v′/v) and called the
ramification index of v′ over v (it can be ∞). We have also, κ(v) ⊂ κ(v′), and hence we define
the degree of this extension to be f(v′/v), the residue class degree. In the case of number/function
fields, these concepts coincide with the better known definitions of eP and fP (for P a prime ideal
above, i.e. in R′), using prime ideals and decompositions of ideals (cf. [Has02, Chapter 14]).[I]
1.3. Absolute values. — Let φ : K× → R×+ be a homomorphism of multiplicative groups which
satisfies φ(x + y) ≤ φ(x) + φ(y). Extend it by setting φ(0) := 0. Such a map is called an absolute
value on K.
An absolute value φ induces a topology on K×, namely the coarsest topology for which this map
is continuous, or what is the same, the topology generated by the basis of open sets given by φ−1(U),
where U is any open interval in R×+. Two absolute values are said to be equivalent, if their induced
topologies are the same.
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Remark 1.1.3. — Two absolute values φ and φ′ are equivalent if and only if φ(x) < 1 ⇔ φ′(x) <
1 ∀x ∈ K× (see Bourbaki loc. cit.).
Example 1.1.4. — Suppose we have a valuation v on a field K. Pick a real number 0 < c < 1.
We can define an absolute value (corresponding to v) φ := φv : K
× → R×+ as φ(x) := cv(x).
Note that in this case φ satisfies the stronger inequality φ(x + y) ≤ min{φ(x), φ(y)}; i.e. it is a
non-archimedian absolute value, and its associated valuation is also called non-archimedian.
An equivalence class of absolute values is called a place, and when there is no confusion, we work
with a representative absolute value (or valuation) in the class.
If φ is not non-archimedian, it is said to be archimedian, and the map given by − logc(φ(?)) :
K → R (any 0 < c < 1) is called (by abuse of notation) an (archimedian) valuation associated
with φ (though they are not valuations in the sense of section 1.1.1). Any two such archimedian
valuations are equivalent if and only if their corresponding absolute values belong to the same place.
The absolute value corresponding to the trivial valuation on K, is called the trivial absolute value.
We give now the classification of places for the fields in the example 1.1.1.
(1) For the first case, there is only one valuation, hence only one place.
(2) For K = Q, the classification is due to Ostrowski, and besides the p-adic valuations (places)
explained in example 1.1.1, there exists also the place corresponding to the valuation associated with
the absolute value, say, v(x) := − log(|x|) (observe that this valuation is not discrete).
(3) In the function field case, besides the P -adic valuations given above, there is also one missing,
namely the so called valuation at infinity, given by v∞(Q/Q
′) := deg(Q)−deg(Q′), where Q,Q′ ∈ Fq[T ]
and deg is the degree of a polynomial in T .
Example 1.1.5. — The ordinary absolute value |·| : K× → R×+, where K is, say Q, is an archimedian
absolute value. The topology in Q induced by this absolute value, makes Q into a topological space,
whose completion is R. For the other valuations (places) of Q, we define the normalized p-adic absolute
values as: |a/b|p := (p−1)(vp(a)−vp(b)), for p a prime. Its completion, Q̂vp , is the well known field of
p-adic numbers, denoted usually by Qp and introduced by Hensel in a more analytical context.
When K is the function field of a curve over a finite field Fq = Fpr , all completions are isomorphic to
Fq((ξ)), for ξ a free parameter. In particular, all the characteristics of the residue fields of the com-
pletions are the same, p. On the contrary, in the number field case one has all possible characteristics
appearing in the residue fields.
1.4. (Counting) Norms. — A global ring is the integral closure of either Z or Fq[T ] in a finite
algebraic extension of Q, resp. Fq(T ), the rational function field (of the curve P1Fq over a finite field).
The quotient field of a global ring is called a global field. Whenever no confusion is possible, we
refer to a function field, meaning a global field of characteristic p > 0. In this section, R and K
stand for a global ring and its quotient field, respectively.
In chapter 4 we count ideals of a global ring R with certain properties, for which we need a so called
counting norm (similar to an absolute value, but) on Pic(R), the group of fractional R-ideals. This
counting norm will be given by
(1.1.1) N (a) := [R : a]
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on the R-ideals, and hence (canonically) extended to the whole Pic(R), to obtain the counting norm
N : Pic(R) → R×+; in chapter 4, by abuse of notation, also called the absolute value on R. The
reason for this term, is that actually this function, corresponds to the classical absolute norm of an
ideal of a number field, which is the absolute value of an integer.
In the function field case (i.e. R is the ring of (holomorphic) functions on a curve over a finite field
with at worst poles supported on a finite fixed set of points, called points at infinity), the absolute
norm of the ideal is not sufficient to count (since one gets polynomials instead of natural (=cardinal)
numbers). In order to get a cardinal number, we take the unique valuation at infinity for Fq[T ] (as in
the example above), and take the composition:
(1.1.2) Pic(R)
$$J
J
J
J
J
NR/Fq [T ](·)

Pic(Fq[T ])
|·|∞ // R×+.
We can suppose K = Quot(R) to be separable over K0 := Fq(T ) (K is perfect), so the residue degrees
of the primes in R depend only on the primes below (in R0), and therefore N (a) = |NR/R0(a)|∞ (cf.
[Ser68, Prop. 10, page 26]).
Remark 1.1.6. — With this (counting) norm at hand, we can develop a form of abstract analytic
number theory, in the sense of [Kno75], as explained in §4.5.3.
[4.1] An idele version of the counting norm. — We first introduce the adeles (also for later purposes)
and then the adelic version of the counting norm.
[4.1.1] Adele ring. — Let Aλ ⊂ Bλ be (topological) rings indexed by λ ∈ Λ. We define the restricted
product of the family {Aλ ⊂ Bλ}λ∈Λ as the ring∏′
λ∈Λ
{Aλ, Bλ} := lim−→
S finite subset of Λ
∏
µ∈S
Bµ ×
∏
λ∈Λ\S
Aλ,
whose topology is given by the inductive limit topology (see §3.2.1).
Given a global ring R, there are finitely many places such that the valuations restricted to R take
negative values. These places are called places at infinity with respect to R, and the set of all them
is denoted by S∞, a subset of the set of all valuations on K: Val(K). We will suppose S∞ contains
all archimedian valuations (if they exist, clear).
Conversely, given any such finite set of valuations S∞, one can recover the global ring R, with respect
to which S∞ is the set of valuations at infinity defined above.
We write Rv, Kv for the completions of R, resp. K with respect to a valuation v, and set
K∞ :=
∏
v∈S∞
Kv.
The ring of adeles of K with respect to S∞ is the (locally compact topological) ring
AK := K∞ ×
∏′
v∈Val(K)\S∞
{Rv,Kv},
where the last factor is the ring of finite adeles of K (with respect to S∞), denoted by Af.
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[4.1.2] Idele group. — The idele group of K, A×K , is the multiplicative subgroup of AK formed by
all invertible adeles, and endowed with the coarsest topology (finer than the induced topology from
the adeles) making the homomorphism x 7→ x−1 continuous (which, a priori, is not continuous on the
adeles!). Hence, A×K is a locally compact topological group (cf. [Wei95, Chapter IV]).
Let α = {αv}v∈|X| ∈ A×K be an idele of K. There exists a surjective map A×K → Pic(R), which
sends the idele α to the ideal a := a(α) = ∩v 6∈S∞(K ∩ piv(αv)v Rv) [Wei95, Ch. V, Theorem 3]. It is
easy to compute the kernel of this projection, namely the stabilizer of R in the group of ideles, which
is A×S∞ =
∏
v 6∈S∞
R×v ×
∏
v∈S∞
K×v . So, the sequence
(1.1.3) 1 −→ A×S∞ −→ A×K −→ Pic(R) −→ 0
is exact.
[4.1.3] Idele norms. — For each non-archimedian place v on K, we normalize the corresponding
absolute value |·|v so, that |piv|v = |κ(v)|; for archimedian places, we choose the absolute value induced
by the standard absolute value on C. After these normalizations, we define the idele norm |·|AK :
A×K → R×+ by
|{xv}|AK :=
∏
v∈Val(K)
|xv|v.
Remark 1.1.7. — The multiplicative group K× is diagonally embedded in the idele group, and the
norm restricted to it is the constant function 1 (this is the so called product formula, cf. [Wei95,
Chapter IV, Theorem 5]).
Set ψ : A×K → R×+ as ψ({xv}) :=
∏
v∈Val(K)\S∞
|xv|−1v . This function is trivial on the kernel in
the exact sequence (1.1.3), so it lifts to a function ψ˜ : Pic(R) → R×+. From the Chinese remainder
Theorem, this function coincides with the counting norm N defined in (1.1.1), and will be denoted
by N (in chapter 4) or by | · |∞ (in chapter 2).
2. Quadratic bundles and orthogonal groups
2.1. Quadratic spaces. — We summarize several basic notions. For details we refer to any book
about quadratic forms back in the bibliography.
[1.0.1] Let K be any field of characteristic not 2, V an m dimensional K-vector space. The pair (b,V)
is called a quadratic space, for b a symmetric bilinear K-form on V: b : V × V → K. Moreover
define qb :=: q : V → K, by v 7→ 2−1b(v, v). By abuse of notation we may denote by q (by V or also
by b) the quadratic space (b,V).
[1.0.2] We write (b˜, V˜) := (b,V) ⊥ (b′,V′) for the quadratic space over the vector space V˜ := V ⊕ V′
with bilinear form b˜ given by
b˜(x⊕ x′, y ⊕ y′) := b(x, y) + b′(x′, y′).
In this case, one defines (b,V)⊥ := (b′,V′) as the orthogonal complement of (b,V) inside (b˜, V˜).
The radical of a quadratic space (b,V) is the maximal K-vector subspace Vrad, such that b(Vrad, ?) :
V→ K is the zero map; i.e. the orthogonal complement of V itself. A non-zero vector v ∈ V is called
isotropic if q(v) is zero. If V has an isotropic vector, then it is called an isotropic quadratic space,
otherwise it is anisotropic.
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[1.0.3] A quadratic space is called non-degenerate (semi-simple after Eichler) if its radical
is {0}; otherwise it is singular. The discriminant of a quadratic space q is ∆(q) :=
(−1)m(m−1)2 2−m det({ai,j}mi,j=1), where ai,j := b(ei, ej), and {e1, . . . , em} is a basis of V.
It is easy to see, that this quantity is non-zero only when the quadratic space is non-degenerate. For
non-degenerate spaces, if one changes the basis, the discriminant changes by a square of K×. So, in
any case, it is a well defined element of K×/K×
2 ∪ {0} (to be seen as a commutative semi-group).
[1.0.4] A morphism between two quadratic spaces (b,V) and (b′,V′) is a K-linear transformation φ
from V to V′, such that b′(φ(v), φ(w)) = λ(φ)b(v,w), for some λ(φ) ∈ K×. These morphisms are called
similarity transformations, and the corresponding factor λ is the norm of the transformation. A
similarity transformation of norm 1 is an orthogonal transformation if it is an isomorphism of
vector spaces; in which case the quadratic spaces are said to be isomorphic (or also isometric). The
set of all orthogonal transformations of a quadratic space V into itself builds a group, O(V), called the
orthogonal group of the quadratic space. The subgroup SO(V) of O(V) formed by those orthogonal
transformations of determinant 1 is called the special orthogonal group.
[1.0.5] We close this subsection with a version of Witt’s famous Theorem:
Theorem 1.2.1 (Witt). — If S1, S2 are two isomorphic non-degenerate subspaces of a quadratic
space (b,V), then their orthogonal complements are also isomorphic.
A direct consequence of this Theorem is the uniqueness of the factors (up to isometry) in the
orthogonal decomposition of a non-degenerate quadratic space V, as V ∼= V0 ⊥ H, where H is
a hyperbolic space (an odd dimensional regular quadratic space with associated diagonal matrix
diag(1, d. . ., 1,−1, d. . .,−1)) and V0 is anisotropic. The (well defined) number ind(V) := d (i.e. half
the dimension of H) is called the Witt index and the anisotropic quadratic space V0 is the type
of V. For any two types V0,W0 we define V0 ⊕W0 := (V0 ⊥ W0)0. This gives a group structure to
the set of isomorphy classes of types over K, denoted by W(K), the Witt group of K. The identity
element of this group is the class which corresponds to the zero quadratic space (which is also the class
of any hyperbolic quadratic space). The Witt group can be endowed with a ring structure, considering
tensor products of quadratic spaces.
2.2. Lattices, quadratic forms. — Before introducing quadratic forms in the language of algebraic
geometry (§1.2.4), we recall the classical definitions, and then generalize them to schemes. In this
first approach, we avoid the characteristic 2 case, because of its peculiarities, which need a special
treatment. See [Tit68], for the general definition of a quadratic form, which stems originally from
Klingenberg and Witt.
[2.0.1] Let R be any (2 ∈ R×) integral domain, and denote by K its quotient field. For a finitely
generated (projective) R-module E, the base change E ⊗R K is a finite dimensional K-vector space.
Moreover, if E is endowed with a symmetric bilinear form bR : E ⊗R E → R (with values in R), then
the base change to the generic fiber produces a quadratic space (bR ⊗R K,E ⊗R K).
Suppose given any other finitely generated projective module E′ with a bilinear R-form b′R on it. It
may well happen, that the quadratic spaces (bR⊗RK,E⊗RK) and (b′R⊗RK,E′⊗RK) are isometric
(see for example [O’M00] for a complete classification of quadratic spaces over local/global fields).
When this is the case, the two modules E and E′ can be thought to be inside the same quadratic
space (b := bR ⊗R K,V := E ⊗R K).
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Definition 1.2.2. — Let V be a K-vector space. A finitely generated, projective R-submodule E of
V is a lattice (with respect to (R,K)) if E ⊗R K = V.
The condition E ⊗R K = V means just rk(E) = dimK(V).
Remark 1.2.3. — Suppose K is a (non-discrete) locally compact field (so called p-field in Weil’s
[Wei95] terminology). In this case, K is a local field with valuation, say v, and a lattice in a finite
dimensional K-vector space V is an R(v)-module L ⊂ V, such that L ⊗R(v) K = V. Topologically,
we can define a lattice, as an open R(v)-module L in V, which does not contain any sub-vector space
other than 0 (cf. [Wei95, page 29]).
[2.0.2] We are interested in the study of lattices inside quadratic spaces. Two lattices E1 and E2 in
a quadratic space (b,V) are said to be in the same (integral) class, if there exists an orthogonal
transformation u ∈ O(V), such that u(E1) = E2. If a similarity transformation u fulfills u(E1) = E2,
we say that E1 and E2 are similar, and u is a similarity between E1 and E2. In the case
E := E1 = E2 the similarity transformations are called units of E or automorphisms. The group
of automorphisms will be denoted by O(E) (⊂ GL(V)).
[2.0.3] For E a lattice in a quadratic space (b,V) with respect to (R,K := Quot(R)), we have a map
q : E → a given by v 7→ 2−1b(v, v), where a is the R-ideal (inside K) generated by the values of q.
More generally,
Definition 1.2.4. — Let R be any ring with 2 ∈ R×, and let E and a be projective modules of rank
m and 1 respectively. A quadratic form on E with values in a, denoted by (q, E, a), is a map
q : E → a, such that:
QF1) q(λm) = λ2q(m), for any λ ∈ R, m ∈ E,
QF2) b(m,m′) := q(m+m′)− q(m)− q(m′) is R-bilinear.
When a = R, the quadratic form is called integral, for which we simply write (q, E).
Conversely, to any symmetric bilinear form b(·,·) one can associate a quadratic form q(·) given by
the equation 2q(v) = b(v, v). So, quadratic forms and symmetric bilinear coincide (for rings with the
assumption above). The nice property of the latter, is that their construction is linear, hence can be
translated into geometry. Therefore, a quadratic form is a symmetric R-linear map b : E ⊗R E → a,
or equivalently an element of (Sym2R(E))
∗ ⊗R a.
The main problem in the theory of lattices, is the determination of a complete set of invariants for
the classes: when may we find an orthogonal transformation u such that u(E1) = E2? This problem
will be referred to, as the integral classification of quadratic forms.
It is still unsolved for global rings, and a complete solution for local rings is given in [O’M00].
[2.0.4] Regularity (for lattices). — From the symmetric R-linear map b we obtain the adjoint map
(cf. section 1.2.4.1) b∗ : E → E∗ ⊗ a. When this map is an injective homomorphism of R-modules,
we say that the quadratic form is non-degenerate, if it is moreover bijective, the form will be called
regular. The quadratic form is said to be degenerate if the adjoint is not injective. A non regular
quadratic form will be called singular(1).
(1)This may be different from some other references.
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Remark 1.2.5. — From the definitions above, a regular quadratic form is also non-degenerate, but
it is not singular.
[2.0.5] Discriminant, reduced determinant. — Let q = (q, E, a) be a quadratic form over R (cf.
Definition 1.2.4), with m := rk(E). The norm of q, n(q), is the R-submodule of a generated by the
image of the associated bilinear form b := bq.
For any set of generators of E, resp. of E∗ ⊗ a, we have an associated matrix for the adjoint map
(maybe not a m×m-matrix, not even square!). This matrix is said to represent q.
We define the (ideal) discriminant of q as the ideal generated by the m×m minors of all matrices
representing b. Again, this determines an element of Pic(R) (see [Bou98, Chapter II, §5.6]).
Remark 1.2.6. — In cohomological terms, for a regular integral quadratic form (q, E), one defines
as usual a 1-cocycle ξ(q) ∈ H1fppf(R,µ2), via the isomorphism det(E)⊗2 ∼= R (cf. [Knu91, Chapter
III]). By using
1 −→ µ2 ι−→ Gm ∧2−→ Gm −→ 1,
we get (as 2 ∈ R× this sequence is exact in the e´tale site)
1→ Γ(Spec(R), R×/R×2)→ H1e´t(R,µ2) ι?→ H1e´t(R,Gm) ∼= Pic(R).
Therefore, ι?ξ(q) is an element of Pic(R), namely the discriminant ideal we have just defined.
Definition 1.2.7. — The reduced determinant of q is
d(q) := discr(q) ⊗ n(q)⊗(− rk(E)).
Remark 1.2.8. — The idea behind this decomposition of the discriminant, in the end, is to stratify
the quadratic forms, where in each stratum, the forms behave like unimodular quadratic forms, hence,
loosely speaking, reducing the study of quadratic forms, to the study of the unimodular ones.[IV ]
[2.1] Quadratic forms over local rings. — Let K be a non discrete locally compact local field
(char(K) 6= 2 as always). Denote by R the valuation ring, by pi a uniformizer, p := piR, and by k the
residue field (which is finite, since K is locally compact).
[2.1.1] Let q : E → a be a quadratic form. In this case, the norm of q is the ideal n(q) := mδ, where
δ := infe∈E\{0}{v(q(e))}. All projective R-modules are free, so we can take a basis of E and of a = aR,
and write the associated matrix. We easily obtain discr(q) and hence d(q).
[2.1.2] A lattice E ⊂ V is called maximal, if there does not exist another lattice E′ containing E,
with n(E) = n(E′). It is easy to see, that if the reduced determinant of E is either R or m, then E is
maximal (a strictly bigger lattice of the same norm implies m2 | d(E)).
To illustrate the meaning of the norm of a quadratic form, we recall the (local) classification of
maximal anisotropic lattices of rank 3 (see [Eic73, II.9, page 54] for the proof) and some elementary
examples.
Let E be a maximal lattice of norm pil inside an anisotropic quadratic space (q,V) of dimension 3.
Then
(q, E) ∼=
{
〈pil+1〉 ⊥ pilNF/K , or
〈pil〉 ⊥ pil+1NF/K ;
where F is the unramified quadratic extension of K with relative normNF/K , and  is a unit, uniquely
determined up to squares of units.
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Example 1.2.9. — We set E = Rm, the standard lattice in the vector space Km, so we are able to
write a symmetric matrix Mq with respect to the standard basis of E = R
m for a quadratic form q.
(1) In the one dimensional case, for the symmetric matrixMq = [pi
e], we have n(q) = 〈pie〉 = discr(q),
so d(q) = R.
(2) Let Mq =
[
pi 0
0 pi2
]
, we have n(q) = 〈pi〉, discr(q) = 〈pi3〉 and d = 〈pi〉.
(3) if Mq =
[
1 pi−1
pi−1 1
]
, then n(q) = 〈pi−1〉, discr(q) = 〈1− pi−2〉 and d(q) = 〈1− pi2〉.
[2.1.3] It is easy to prove, that every lattice E decomposes as the orthogonal sum of 1-dimensional
lattices (and maybe also 2-dimensional factors if char(R) = 2):
E = E1 ⊥ . . . ⊥ Em; rk(Ei) = 1.
[2.1.4] A fundamental property of quadratic lattices over complete local fields is
Theorem 1.2.10. — [Eic73, §9, Satz 9.5] Let L, M be two maximal lattices in a fixed quadratic space
V of Witt-index ι. Then there exists an orthogonal R-basis {e1, . . . , er} of L, and integers f1, . . . , fr,
such that
{pif1e1, . . . , pifιeι, pifι+1eι+1, . . . , pifr−ιer−ι, pi−f1er−ι+1, . . . , pi−fιer}
is an orthogonal R-basis for M . The norm of the anisotropic parts are piLn(L) and piMn(M), respec-
tively, for non-negative exponents L, M ∈ N0.
The uniquely determined (up to permutation) exponents {fl}rl=1 are called the invariant factors
of M in L.
[2.1.5] The following version of Hensel’s Lemma given by Kneser [Kne92, Satz 15.3] is a very powerful
one. It gives, in particular, the cardinality of the possible liftings of orthogonal transformations defined
over the ring R/pn to orthogonal transformations over R/pn+1 (cf. loc. cit.), which gives in certain
sense (see chapter 4) the local densities of the quadratic forms over local fields. .
Let V,V′ be two quadratic spaces (with forms b, resp. b′), E a lattice in V and G a finitely generated
R-submodule of V′, and u : E → V′ an R-linear map. Denote by φu : V′ → E∗ the map: y 7→ φu(y) :
x 7→ b′(ux, y).
Lemma 1.2.11 (Kneser’s Hensel). — With the notation just introduced, suppose there is k ∈ N
with:
(1) E∗ = φu(G) + pE
∗, pkq′(G) ⊂ p,
(2) q′(ux) ≡ q(x) (mod pk).
Then, there exists a linear map u˜ : E → V′, such that
(1) u˜x ≡ ux (mod pkG),
(2) q′(u˜x) ≡ q(x) (mod pk+1).
The importance of this result lies in the fact, that when the ring R is complete, by iterating this
Lemma one gets an orthogonal extension of u. Namely,
Theorem 1.2.12. — With assumptions of Lemma 1.2.11, and R a complete valuation ring; there
exists an isometry u˜ : E → V′, such that u˜x ≡ ux (mod pkG).
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[2.2] Quadratic forms over global rings. — Chapter 2 deals in detail with these quadratic forms, so
in this section we only state a few general facts.
Let R be now a global ring and K its quotient field. For a lattice E in a quadratic space V over K,
we have
n(E) =
∏
v∈|Spec(R)|
n(Ev),
d(E) =
∏
v∈|Spec(R)|
d(Ev).
The standard technique to work with in this case, is the well known local to global principle. For
example: if we define a lattice M inside V to be maximal, when there is no lattice E ⊃M (different
from M) with the same norm; then M is maximal if and only if Mv is maximal in the quadratic space
Vv over the complete local field Kv, for all v ∈ |Spec(R)|.
[2.2.1] Structure Theorem for projective modules over Dedekind domains. —
Theorem 1.2.13 ([Bou98, Chapter VII, §4.10]). — Let M be a finitely generated projective module
of rank m over a Dedekind domain R. Then, there exists a unique non-zero R-ideal m, such that
M ∼= Rm−1 ⊕m.
The divisor class of m is called, by abuse of notation, the divisor class of M (which is clearly
unique, since m = det(M) := ∧rk(M)M). Hence, this result tells us that the isomorphy class of finitely
generated projective modules is simply given by the rank and the divisor class.
[2.2.2] Genus theory. — One of the basic and most important concepts in the global case, is the
genus theory, whose aim is to make clear the obstruction to the passage from local to global. We refer
to section 3.3.
2.3. Clifford-Algebras, Spinor- norm and group. —
[3.1] The Clifford algebra. — The idea of constructing the Clifford algebra of a quadratic form, relies
on the wish of taking square roots of the values of a quadratic form. With this in mind, we define a
universal square root problem for a quadratic form.
Given an integral quadratic form (q, E), we look for a unital (i.e. with unit) associative R-algebra
C, together with an R-module homomorphism φ : E → C, such that φ(v) · φ(w) + φ(w) · φ(v) =
b(v,w) · 1C , for any v,w in E; where · denotes the product in the algebra C. In particular, for v = w,
q(v) ·1C = φ(v)2. The algebra C should moreover fulfill the following universal property: for any other
pair (C ′, φ′), with the same properties as (C,φ) above, there exists a unique algebra homomorphism
ψ : C → C ′, such that
E
φ //
φ′   A
AA
AA
AA
C
∃!ψ



C ′
commutes. It is well known, that there exists such a universal object, and is therefore unique up to
isomorphism ([Bou59]), which we denote by C(E) and call the Clifford algebra of E.
Remark 1.2.14. — For non integral quadratic bundles (q, E, a) there exists the notion of a Clifford
algebra introduced in [BK94], which we are not going to use.
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Remark 1.2.15. — We refer to [Bou59] for the following basic facts.
(1) If q = 0, then C(E) is just the exterior algebra of E, ∧(E).
(2) The algebra morphism φ is injective.
(3) If E is free, C(E) is a free R-module generated by the products of the form vi1 · . . . · vik , for
0 ≤ k ≤ m, where {v1, . . . , vm} is an R-basis for E (we write v ·w for φ(v) ·φ(w), to simplify notation).
Hence, dimR(C(E)) = 2
m.
The Clifford algebra can be given as a quotient of the tensor algebra T (E) of E, by the two sided
ideal generated by the elements of the form v ⊗ v − q(v) · 1C(E), for all v ∈ E. This algebra possesses
a natural Z/2Z-grading, given by the elements which are linear combinations of products of an odd
(even) number of v’s. The even part, C0(E) is still an algebra: the even Clifford algebra of E
(the odd part has structure of C0(E)-module). The rank of the Clifford algebra (of the even Clifford
algebra) is 2m (2m−1).
[3.2] The Spinor Norm. — Define
OC(E) := {α ∈ C(E)× | Int(α)(E) = E},
where Int(α)(x) := (−1)deg(α) deg(x)α−1xα, and deg is the function which corresponds to the grading
of C(E) (recall the identification of E with φ(E) ⊂ C(E)). Set also, OC0(E) := OC(E) ∩ C0(E).
Let pi : OC(E) → O(E) the group homomorphism, which sends α to Int(α). This group homomor-
phism is a link between arithmetic (of algebras) and geometry (of the orthogonal group). On the
arithmetic side, one has a canonical involution ¯ defined on the Clifford algebra, given by v · w = w ·v,
where v,w are any two degree 1 elements of C(E). This action can be extended to the whole algebra,
and gives an involution, which acts trivially on (the image of) E. With it, one can as usual define a
norm map NC : OC(E)→ R×, which sends v to NC(v) := vv¯ ∈ R×.
One would like to define a norm on the side of the orthogonal group. If for example R is a field,
every orthogonal transformation can be written as a product of reflexions and we obtain a well defined
map SN : O(E)→ R×/R×2 (the target is R×/R×2 due to the definition of the homomorphism pi); but
this is not the generic picture. In order to overcome this situation, we briefly sketch Bass’ approach
([Bas74]), which constructs a norm on O(E), for any regular E over a commutative ring R.
Let A := AutGr-Alg(C(E)) be the group of algebra automorphisms of C(E) which preserve degree,
and let α be in this group. We define αC(E) as the C(E)⊗ C(E)op-graded algebra C(E) itself with
twisted multiplicative structure given by (a ⊗ b) · x := α(a)xb. Set Lα := HomGr-Alg(C(E),α C(E)),
where again HomGr-Alg stands for the algebra homomorphisms which preserve the grading of the
algebras.
Theorem 1.2.16 (Bass). — There exists a canonically defined isomorphism ια : Lα ⊗ Lα ∼= R.
Therefore, the pair {Lα, ια} is a discriminant bundle; i.e. a cocycle in H1fppf(R,µ2) (which is R×/R×
2
when R is a field). Since O(E) can be identified with the subgroup {u ∈ A | u(E) = E} (cf. [Bas74]),
we have a map:
SN : O(E)→ H1fppf(R,µ2),
which is in fact a homomorphism of (abelian) groups. This map extends the norm on the Clifford
algebra, and therefore, is a correct generalization of the classical spinor norm (cf. (1.2.3.2.1)).
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[3.2.1] Spinor group. — The Spinor group associated with E is
Spin(E) := OC0(E) ∩Ker(NC).
Denoting by O+(E) the group image pi(OC0(E)) ⊂ O(E), we may summarize the definitions and
facts of this section in the following two diagrams:
O(E)
SN // H1fppf(Spec(R), µ2)
OC(E)
pi
OO
N // R×/R×
2
;
?
OO
1→ µ2(R)→ Spin(E) pi→ O+(E) SN→ H1e´t(Spec(R), µ2);
where the first commutes, and the second is an exact sequence.
[3.3] An application. — We will now show, with help of the (even) Clifford algebra, how to compute
the Bruhat-Tits building of the special orthogonal group of a non-degenerate, isotropic ternary
quadratic form (q,V) over a local field K. We refer to [Ron89] for basic definitions on buildings.
[3.3.1] As we saw above, the even Clifford algebra C0(V) is a rank 4 algebra over K, and its associated
norm is clearly isotropic, since the quadratic form q is isotropic. Therefore, C0(V) is isomorphic to
the matrix algebra M2(K). Since all automorphisms are inner (Skolem-Noether), OC0(V) = C0(V)×,
and hence
(1.2.1) PGL2(K) = C0(V)
×/K× = OC0(V)/K
× ∼=−→ SO(V).
More explicitly, if the quadratic form with respect to a suitable basis {e1, e2, e3} is H ⊥ a3, then
the isomorphism of algebras sends the basis of C0(V), {1, e1 · e2, e1 · e3, e2 · e3}, to{[
1 0
0 1
]
,
[
1 0
0 −1
]
,
[
0 −a3
1 0
]
,
[
0 a3
1 0
]}
.
[3.3.2] LetK now be a complete local field (see section 1.2.2.1 for notation). With isomorphism (1.2.1),
the Bruhat-Tits building X := X (SO(q,V)) of SO(V) is simply the affine building of PGL2(K), which
has a down-to-earth interpretation. Namely, the simplicial complex X has as vertices, the classes of
lattices L ⊂ K2, where L1 ∼ L2 ⇔ ∃λ ∈ K× : L1 = λL2. Since the dimension of the algebraic group
PGL2(K) is 3 and its K-rank is 1, it follows that the simplicial complex X is one dimensional. The
one simplices are given by flags of R-lattices
L0 ) L1 ) piL0(≡ L0 (mod ∼));
which after fixing a basis, and recalling the elementary divisor Theorem (a weaker version of Theorem
1.2.10) can be explicitly described. With this, one obtains a complete explicit description of this
Bruhat-Tits building.
[3.3.3] When (q,V) is anisotropic, we make base change to a quadratic extension K ′ of K (where
we denote by σ the non-trivial automorphism of K ′ which fixes K) where it is isotropic. There we
compute the Bruhat-Tits building for (q,V)⊗K K ′. Then the Bruhat-Tits building of (q,V) is simply
the set of invariants under the action of σ.
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Remark 1.2.17. — The construction of the Bruhat-Tits building above depends on the chosen iso-
morphism (1.2.1). See [SP79] for a direct construction.
2.4. Quadratic bundles. — Let X be a scheme. There exists a one-to-one correspondence between
the isomorphism classes of vector bundles on X of rank m, and locally free sheaves of constant rank
m ([EGAII, §1.7]), given by:
E 7→ V(E) := E := Spec(Sym(E)),
and conversely for a vector bundle VX over X it associates Γ(·,VX)∗.
We can therefore (and will) interchange the notation, whenever it will cause no confusion, vector
bundles and locally free sheaves of finite constant rank.
There is also a projective version of V(E) for rk(E) ≥ 2: P(E) := Proj(Sym(E)). This is a projective
bundle of rank rk(E) − 1 over X. This functor P(·), is almost faithful: P(E ′) ∼= P(E) if and only if
there exists a line bundle L on X, such that E ∼= E ′ ⊗ L.
[4.0.1] Let E (E) and L (L) be vector bundles over an S-scheme X of rank m and 1 respectively. As
in the affine picture above, we suppose that 2 ∈ O×X .
Definition 1.2.18. — A quadratic form on E with values in L (over X) is a section b of
(Sym2OX (E))∗ ⊗OX L.
Hence, a quadratic form on X consists of a triple (q, E ,L), where
b ∈ Γ(X, (Sym2OX (E))∗ ⊗OX L).
This triple will be also called a quadratic bundle, and it may be written by abuse of notation, as q
or E . If L = OX , the quadratic form is said to be integral and L may be omitted in the triple.
[4.1] Regularity. — Given such a quadratic bundle, we define the adjoint map b∗ : E → L ⊗OX E∗
as in the following diagram:
E
b∗:=
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P

IdE (·)⊗1E // E ⊗ End(E) ∼= // E ⊗ E ⊗ E∗

Sym2(E)⊗ E∗
b⊗IdE∗

L ⊗ E∗ .
One can easily check by trivializing the bundles, that as in the classical case,
Lemma 1.2.19. — Locally, the morphism b∗ is such, that b∗(v) = b(v, ·) ∈ L⊗E∗, for local sections
v of E.
Denote by Kq the sheaf defined by the kernel of b∗, whose support is the Cartier divisor supp(Kq).
Definition 1.2.20. — A quadratic bundle q = (q, E ,L) over X is called s-degenerate in codi-
mension c (s, c ∈ N0) if and only if the local ranks of Kq are at most s, and the divisor supp(Kq)
is supported in codimensions greater than c. q is called degenerate in codimension c (non-
degenerate) if it is rk(E)-degenerate in codimension c (0-degenerate in codimension dim(X)).
Finally, q is regular if and only if b∗ is a sheaf isomorphism; singular if and only if q is not regular;
and degenerate if and only if q is not non-degenerate.
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For our purposes, we should just keep in mind
q is non-degenerate ⇐⇒ b∗ is injective.
Remark/Example 1.2.21. — In the case X is an integral, geometrically smooth and irreducible
curve over a finite field, we have only two possible codimensions, so either degenerate in codimension
1 or 0.
– The first corresponds to the classically known non-degenerate quadratic forms. These are the
forms we are interested in!
– The latter corresponds to degenerate quadratic forms, which actually (besides the zero form) are
non-degenerate on a “big” Zariski open subset of X, but fail to be everywhere non-degenerate.
Nevertheless, it is for higher dimensional schemes, that the Definition 1.2.20 can be of much help. It
can be interpreted as a stratification of the singular locus of the “space” of quadratic bundles of a
given rank over X.[IIa]
[4.2] Discriminant and reduced determinant. — They can be given locally as for quadratic forms (cf.
1.2.2.0.5).
[4.3] Notational convention. — Let (q, E ,L) be a quadratic bundle over a regular scheme X, and
let Y be an irreducible, codimension 1 subscheme of X, such that the local ring OX,Y is a discrete
valuation ring with maximal ideal m and local uniformizer pi := piY (given locally, as a section of
certain sheaf: K×/O×X ; [Har97, Chapter II.6, page 141]). Denote by ÔX,Y the completion of OX,Y
with respect to the valuation v associated with pi; let ÔX,Y,(0) be its quotient field. Therefore, after
base change to the completed ring (field), we get an ÔX,Y -lattice (ÔX,Y,(0)-quadratic space) endowed
with the corresponding base changed quadratic form. We denote the resulting lattice (quadratic space)
by (q̂Y , ÊY , L̂Y ) (resp. (q̂Y,(0), ÊY,(0), L̂Y,(0))).
In chapter 3 and thereafter, we will prescind from the hat to denote completions; that is, ?v will denote
?ˆv, for v a valuation.
[4.4] Definite quadratic bundles. — Let D be an effective Cartier divisor on X and |D| its support.
Definition 1.2.22. — A quadratic bundle (q, E ,L) on X is called definite (with respect to
suppD) if the quadratic space (q̂Y,(0), ÊY,(0), L̂Y,(0)) is anisotropic for all Y ∈ suppD. A quadratic
bundle which is not definite is called indefinite.
Recall the classical (i.e. over the rationals) definition of a definite quadratic form: q is definite (with
respect to {∞ := |·|}), if over R = Q∞ it takes only positive or negative values (with the obvious
exception of taking all coordinates equal to zero). This is precisely what the definition above tells in
this case: the 0 can be only trivially represented in the completion R = Q∞.
2.5. Orthogonal groups. —
[5.1] Basic definitions. — We need to consider also morphisms between quadratic bundles. Let
(qi, Ei,Li) for i = 1, 2 be two quadratic bundles on X. Amorphism Φ from (q1, E1,L1) to (q2, E2,L2)
is a pair of sheaf-morphisms Φ = (ϕ1, ϕ0), with ϕ1 : E1 → E2 and ϕ0 : L1 → L2, such that the following
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diagram commutes:
(1.2.2) Sym2(E1)
b1

Sym2(ϕ1)// Sym2(E2)
b2

L1 ϕ0 // L2.
A morphism Φ as above is a similarity transformation, or simply a similarity, if both ϕ1
and ϕ0 are isomorphisms. We denote the set of similarities from (q1, E1,L1) to (q2, E2,L2) by
S((q1, E1,L1), (q2, E2,L2)). A similarity transformation Φ is an isomorphism (or equivalently, an
isometry) of quadratic bundles if ϕ0 is the identity morphism (in particular L1 = L2). In this case,
the quadratic bundles are said to be isomorphic (=isometric), and belong to the same class (over
X) of quadratic bundles.
Definition 1.2.23. — Let (q, E ,L) be a quadratic bundle on X. The group of similarities from this
bundle to itself is denoted by S(q, E ,L). Let u = (u, u0) be a similarity. The homomorphism u0
can be interpreted as an element in Γ(X,O×X), called the multiplier (since an automorphism of L
is an element of (L∗ ⊗ L)× ∼= O×X). An element Φ ∈ S(q, E ,L) is an orthogonal transformation
or an automorphism if ϕ0 : L → L is the identity morphism, in which case we write simply ϕ for
Φ = (ϕ, IdL). The subgroup of the group of similarities given by the orthogonal transformations,
O(q, E ,L), is called the orthogonal group of the quadratic bundle (q, E ,L).
Hence, the orthogonal group of a quadratic bundle (q, E ,L) is the subgroup of Aut(E) = GL(E),
consisting of those ϕ ∈ Aut(E) which make the following diagram commutative:
Sym2(E) Sym
2(ϕ)
//
b
##G
GG
GG
GG
GG
Sym2(E)
b
{{ww
ww
ww
ww
w
L .
As usual, we define the special orthogonal group as
SO(q, E ,L) := {ϕ ∈ O(q, E ,L) | det(ϕ) = 1 ∈ Γ(X,O×X )},
and call its elements proper automorphisms. This could be also stated in the language of group
schemes, namely, as the connected component of the identity of the orthogonal group, as an algebraic
group scheme. For more general purposes, one takes the latter as the definition of the special
orthogonal group.
[5.2] Representability. — So, we prove now that in fact the groups defined above are indeed group
schemes (which we always mean to be affine) representing the corresponding functors on groups. It
suffices to prove representability for the orthogonal group itself.
[5.2.1] We will prove that the functor
O(E) : (Sch/X)op → Groups
Y 7→ {u ∈ GL(E)(Y ) | bY ◦ Sym2(u) = bY }.
is representable, from a general result of Grothendieck on the representability of certain functors
[SGAD, Expose´ VIII, §6], which we briefly sketch for completeness sake. We use Grothendieck’s
notation when we want to use the fact, that schemes are first of all functors; e.g. GLn is the group
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which represents the functor GLn.
Representability of the functor O(E) means, that there exists a scheme G over X, such that for any
Y ∈ Sch/X
O(E)(Y ) ∼= HomSch/X(Y,G)
functorially; that is, the isomorphisms are given through a natural transformation. In this case, the
scheme G will be a group scheme over X.
Example 1.2.24 (Generic Example). — Let X,Y,Z be S-schemes, and µ1, µ2 be two actions of
X on Y with values in Z, i.e.
µ1, µ2 : X → HomS(Y,Z),
or what amounts the same,
µ : X → HomS(Y,Z ×S Z).
The subfunctor X ′ of X defined by X ′(T ) := {x ∈ X(T ) | µ1(x) = µ2(x) : YT → ZT } for T → S,
called the kernel of µ is exactly the subfunctor inverse image of HomS(Y,∆Z) ⊂ HomS(Y,Z ×S Z)
by µ; with ∆Z being the diagonal scheme in Z ×S Z. Grothendieck’s Theorem on representability
(Expose´ loc. cit.), gives conditions under which the subfunctor X ′ is representable.[III]
Theorem 1.2.25 (Thm. 6.4 loc. cit.). — The subfunctor X ′ defined above is representable by a
closed subscheme of X, when Z is separated over S, and Y is essentially free over S.
We will not introduce in detail the (technical) concept of essentially freeness, which in words
means, that after suitable base changes (faithfully flat, affine), the ring of regular functions on Y ,
becomes a free module over the base. We use only the following two facts:
– over a field, any scheme is essentially free,
– any scheme is essentially free over itself.
[5.2.2] We want to apply the Theorem above, to prove the representability of the orthogonal group
O(E). The group GL(E) acts on the projective scheme V := P((Sym2(E))∗ ⊗ L), whose sections are
precisely the quadratic forms (up to scalars). So, our quadratic form b is a section of this projective
bundle over X. Now, set X := GL(E), Y := {b} and Z the orbit of b under GL(E) in the example
above. (Y is a closed subscheme of V since the latter is projective, hence separated, and therefore any
section of the structural morphism is a closed immersion, cf. [EGAI, §5.4])
Define two (right) actions µ1, µ2 : GL(E)X → HomX({b}, Z) by:
µ1(g)(b) :=b · g := b ◦ Sym2(g),
µ2(g)(b) :=b.
Clearly, the subfunctor defined by the kernel of them, is exactly the orthogonal group. So we need
to prove, that {b} is essentially free and that the orbit is separated. The first is obvious from the
definition, since any scheme over itself is essentially free. The second is also clear, since the orbit sits
inside a projective bundle. So we have proved
Proposition 1.2.26. — The functor on groups O(E) : (Sch/X)op → Groups is represented by a
closed subscheme O(E) of GL(E)X ,
O(E)  //
9
99
99
99
GL(E)




X .
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[5.2.3] Alternatively, one can prove the representability of the orthogonal group over affine patches,
and then check the glueings. Even though, the use of Grothendieck’s Theorem above seems to be too
much for our purposes, its proof is not much more than what one should do, to prove the glueings for
the orthogonal group itself, and so, we decided to put it here to show a more versatile fact.
Remark 1.2.27. — The connected component of the identity in O(E) is the open subgroup scheme
of proper automorphisms O(E)◦ = SO(E) ⊂ O(E). This connected group scheme is not flat in general
(cf. chapter 3), but when the quadratic form is regular over X, it is indeed reductive. In general, the
Lie algebra of O(E) has trivial nilpotent ideal, so for reductiveness, we need only to check smoothness
of the fibers. When the quadratic bundle is not regular, the dimension of the fibers of the orthogonal
group jump up at certain “bad points”.
CHAPTER 2
LATTICES OVER GLOBAL RINGS
We define a constant which enables a generalization of Hermite’s Theorem for global rings, give
a proof of Harder’s Theorem (Theorem 2.1.12) and study extensions of quadratic bundles on curves
(Theorem 2.3.4).
1. Harder’s Theorem
1.1. Hermite’s Theorem. — In this section, R will be a global ring; i.e. the integral closure of
the ring of integers (of Fq[T ]) inside a finite degree extension K of Q (Fq(T )). In the function field
case (positive characteristic) K can be seen as the function field of a geometrically smooth, irreducible
projective curve X over Spec(Fq), with generic point η (so κ(η) = K).
[1.1] λ(R). — Let |·| be the absolute value on K, as defined in §1.1.3.
Definition 2.1.1. — The limit
λ(R) := ess infx∈K δ|·|(x,R),
where δ|·|(x,R) := inf{|x− y| | y ∈ R} is called the Lebesgue number of R.
Example 2.1.2. — (1) We illustrate the relation with the classical Lebesgue numbers in the case
R = Z. Intersect any closed interval I := [a, a + k] ∩ Q ⊂ Q =: K for a ∈ Q and k ∈ N. Take for a
covering of I the union of the finitely many relative open sets I ∩ (n− 1, n+1) with n ∈ Z. Then the
Lebesgue number of this covering is exactly our λ(Z), which is clearly 1/2.
(2) R = Fq[t],K = Fq(t), | · |∞ : K× → R≥0, given by |x1/x2|∞ = qdeg(x1)−deg(x2). Then
λ(Fq[t]) = 1/q.
Take x = x1/x2 and y with x1, x2, y ∈ R. Then, we have to compute δ|·|∞ = |x− y|∞ =
|(yx2 − x1)/x2|∞. If deg(x) ≤ −1 then take y = 0 and we obtain δ|·|∞ ≤ |x|∞ ≤ 1/q. If not,
deg(x) ≥ 0, which means deg(x1) ≥ deg(x2). Since R is an Euclidean domain, we can find
y0, r0 ∈ R : x1 = y0x2 + r0 with deg(r0) ≤ deg(x2). Therefore, (y0x2 − x1)/x2 = −r0/x2 has v-norm
not greater than 1/q. It is easy to see, that the limit 1/q can be reached (take x = 1/t). Hence,
λ(Fq[t]) = 1/q.
Lemma 2.1.3. — Let R′ be the integral closure of R in a finite extension K ′ of K, and | · |∞ denote
also the extended absolute value given in §1.1.3. Then λ(R′)[K ′:K] ≤ λ(R).
Proof. — Combine the example above with the definition of the absolute value (cf. §1.1.3).
Therefore,
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Corollary 2.1.4. — The Lebesgue number of a global ring of positive characteristic is smaller than
1.
[1.2] Let V be an n-dimensional K-vector space, b a non-degenerate bilinear form on it (i.e. (V, b) is
regular) and E a lattice in V. By scaling the lattice E we may suppose it is integral. Define:
(2.1.1) m(E) := inf
a⊂E,
rank-1 submodule
{|discr(a)|∞},
where discr(a) is the discriminant (ideal, cf. §1.2.2.1.1) of a.
Remark 2.1.5. — (1) The number m(E) is positive, because of the discreteness of R inside K,
with respect to | · |∞.
(2) Denote by q the associated quadratic form q(x) := 2−1b(x, x). Then, if R has class number one,
m(E) is the smallest length of a lattice point in E.
(3) In the definition of m(E) for a lattice in a not necessarily regular quadratic space, we restrict
the infimum to be taken among the regular submodules. In the case of isotropic (regular) lattices, a
bound for the “absolute” minimum (in this case equal to 0) does not give any information. Note that
this is not the usual definition, as for example in [Kne92].
[1.3] Hermite’s Theorem. — Let a be a rank 1 R-module. We write by a ⊂ E an injective homomor-
phism of R-modules from a into E, and in this case let a be identified with its image, such that for
example E/a makes sense. Take any a ⊂ E such that m(E) = |discr(a)|∞ (which is easily seen to
exist).
Claim: The ideal a can be taken to be primitive, i.e. E/a torsion-free.
Suppose E/a is not torsion-free. Then there exist v ∈ E \ a and λ ∈ R \ {0}, such that λv ∈ a. Set
a(v) := a + 〈v〉R. This is again a rank one submodule of E. It is clear that discr(a(v)) ⊃ discr(a),
hence m(E) = |discr(a(v))|∞. If we iterate this process (which finishes because R is Noetherian), we
obtain a submodule with the required property.
Claim: There is a principal ideal 〈a〉 ⊂ a with the same minimum.
Clear (because of the discreteness of the absolute norm).
[1.3.1] We return to the vector space V with its bilinear form b. Define pia to be the projection
from V onto the orthogonal complement of a = 〈a〉. Denote by E′ the image of the lattice E under
this projection. It is therefore clear that discr(E) = discr(a) discr(E′). Now take a′, with m(E′) =
| discr(a′)|∞. So, by definition of λ(R) (and since a is principal!) we can find for any v
′ ∈ E′ a vector
v ∈ E and a λ ∈ R such that v = v′+λa (pia(x) = x−b(x, a)/q(a) a). Now b(v, v) = b(v′, v′)+λ2b(a, a),
so we obtain in the archimedian case m(E) ≤ m(E′) + λ(R)2m(E), whereas in the non-archimedian
case even m(E) ≤ m(E′), since λ(R) < 1 (cf. Corollary 2.1.4). The rank of E′ is strictly smaller than
the rank of E, so we proceed by induction in order to prove
Theorem 2.1.6. — Let R be a global ring as above, K its quotient field endowed with the valuation
| · |∞ : K× → R≥0, for which R is discretely embedded in K. Then, for any non-degenerate integral
quadratic lattice (E, b) of rank n over R holds:
(2.1.2) m(E) ≤ (1− λ(R)2)−n−12 |discr(E)|∞
1
n .
If moreover | · |∞ is non-archimedian, and λ(R) < 1, then
(2.1.3) m(E) ≤ |discr(E)|∞
1
n .
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Proof. — Let’s handle first the non-archimedian case. Suppose from the inductive hypothesis(1)
m(E′) ≤ |discr(E′)|∞
1
n−1 .
From this and the relation between the discriminants, we have
m(E) ≤m(E′) ≤ |discr(E′)|∞
1
n−1 =
| discr(E)|∞
1
n−1
m(E)
1
n−1
,
m(E)
n
n−1 ≤|discr(E)|∞
1
n−1 ⇒ m(E) ≤ |discr(E)|∞
1
n .
If | · |∞ is archimedian, we suppose
m(E′) ≤ (1− λ(R)2)−n−22 |discr(E′)|∞
1
n−1 ,
then:
m(E) ≤(1− λ(R)2)−1m(E′) ≤ (1− λ(R)2)−n2 |discr(E′)|∞
1
n−1 =
= (1− λ(R)2)−n2 |discr(E)|∞
1
n−1m−
1
n−1
⇒ m(E)n ≤(1− λ(R)2)−n(n−1)2 | discr(E)|∞
⇒ m(E) ≤(1− λ(R)2)−n−12 |discr(E)|∞
1
n .
Remark 2.1.7. — For R = Z, if we recall our definition of λ(R), we see from (2.1.2) that we recover
the classical result :
(2.1.4) m(E) ≤ (2/
√
3)n−1|discr(E)| 1n .
Remark 2.1.8. — Hermite’s Theorem could be said to belong to the realm of explicit reduction
theory, whose main aim is the explicit construction of fundamental domains (cf. [God64], [Har69]).
Godement says in [God64, page 3]:
“Il serait instructif d’e´tendre si possible la me´thode pre´ce´dente a` la characte´ristique p, i.e. en
prenant pour corps de base k = Fp(X) au lieu du corps des rationnels.”
Our intention for the definition of the Lebesgue number of a global ring R was to obtain a generalized
version of Hermite’s Theorem for characteristic p > 0. To extend “Godement’s method”, one has to
generalize a constant c (cf. loc.cit.), which in the case of the rational integers is 2/
√
3 and comes from
Hermite’s Theorem (2.1.4). Hence, for a general global ring R, this constant is cR := (1− λ(R))−1/2,
where λ is our Lebesgue number.(2)
(1)It is easy to see, that the “right” exponent for discr(E′) in the inductive assumption should be 1
n−1
. Replace the
unknown exponent for rank n− 1 modules by n, and then observe, that n =
n−1
n−1+1
.
(2)Added in edition: We unfortunately did not know about investigations on explicit reduction theory by the time of
writing the thesis. See for example [Thu96], [Wat04] and references therein for generalizations of the so called Hermite
constant, where the latter also generalizes Thunder’s definition (over number fields) for linear algebraic groups over global
fields.
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[1.4] The finiteness of the class group of a number field follows from Hermite’s inequality. A similar
statement in this context is the following (cf. [Kne92, Satz 20.2])
Proposition 2.1.9. — For any n ∈ N, d ∈ |R|∞ ⊂ R≥0 fixed, there exist finitely many isomor-
phism classes of integral, non-degenerate quadratic lattices (b, E) such that E is of rank n and
d = |discr(E)|∞.
Proof. — Since the statement is up to isomorphy, we can suppose the lattices to be in the same n-
dimensional quadratic space V. Let n = 1. Then by Theorem 1.2.13, E is isomorphic to an ideal a of
R. Let Cl(R) = {a1 = R, a2, . . . , ah} be the class group of R and ai = 〈ai,1, . . . , ai,ni〉. Then E ∼= αai
for some i = 1, . . . , h and for some α ∈ K. Since the rank of E is one, we can associate to the pair
(b, E) a ni × ni matrix M with coefficients in K, of the following form:
M =

βb1,1 βb1,2 . . . βb1,ni
βb2,1 βb2,2 . . . βb2,ni
. . .
βbn1,1 βbn1,2 . . . βbni,ni
 .
The coefficients bk,l belong to K, and are determined by the class of the ideal associated with E. They
are obtained from the relations (in K) between the ni generators of ai. The “indeterminate” β is given
by the bilinear form b on E. Therefore, if we impose a bound for the discriminant of E with respect
to the bilinear form b, this gives a bound on β, since the matrix M/β depends only on the class of the
ideal ai. But there are h such matrices, so we can bound β uniformly; therefore the claim for rank 1
lattices. (We could have certainly taken ni = 2.)
Suppose the assertion is valid for all modules of rank smaller than n (> 1). Take a1 ⊂ E such that
| discr(a1)|∞ = m(E). As we saw before, a1 is a primitive sub-module of E of rank 1. So by the
inductive hypothesis, since its discriminant is bounded by λ(R) and discr(E) (Theorem 2.1.6), there
are finitely many possibilities for a1. Set G := E ∩ a⊥1 . Observe that G ⊥ a1 ⊂ E ⊂ E# ⊂ G# ⊥ a#1 .
From this it is clear that we have only to bound the discriminant of G, since rk(G) < rk(E). A uniform
bound for it follows from next lemma, so the proof is finished.
Remark 2.1.10. — We can prove also a similar result for quadratic lattices with values in fractional
ideals with bounded discriminants, instead of values in R.
For a quadratic form (M, q) over R, and α ∈ K; set αM to be the quadratic form over M which
sends x to αq(x). In case it is necessary from the context, we write αx for the element x ∈M , but M
seen with the quadratic form αq.
Lemma 2.1.11. — Let E be a lattice in a regular quadratic space (V, b), and L a primitive sublattice
of E. Then, there exists a divisor δ of discr(E), such that:
|δ|∞
2| discr(L⊥ ∩ E)|∞ = |discr(E)|∞|discr(L)|∞.
Proof. — It is clear that |discr(E ⊥−1 L)|∞ = | discr(E)|∞|discr(L)|∞. We compute this quantity in
another way.
Both modules L and L⊥ ∩ E are direct summands of E (L is primitive), say
(2.1.5) E = G⊕ (L⊥ ∩ E) = H ⊕ L.
Define L′ := {(x,−1 x) | x ∈ L} ⊂ E⊕L. Then E ⊥−1 L = E⊕L′ = G⊕ (L⊥ ∩E)⊕L′. With respect
to this last direct sum, any matrix representing (associated with, cf. §1.2.2.0.5) the bilinear form on
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E ⊥−1 L, b˜, has the following shape:
(2.1.6)
 ? ? b˜(G,L′)? q(L⊥ ∩ E) 0
b˜(L′, G) 0 0
 .
The bilinear form b˜ on (G,L′) can be read off from (2.1.5), where the associated matrix (with respect
to G⊕ (L⊥ ∩E) for rows and H ⊕ L for columns) is:(
b(G,L) b(G,H)
0 b(L⊥ ∩ E,H)
)
.
Now, b(G,L) = b˜(G,L′), and then discr(E) = discr(G,L′) discr(L⊥∩E,H); therefore | discr(G,L′)|∞ |
| discr(E)|∞. Now, from (2.1.6):
|discr(E)|∞|discr(L)|∞ = |discr(L
⊥ ∩ E)|∞|discr(G,L′)|∞2,
which proves the claim.
1.2. Harder’s Theorem. — In this section we set R = Fq[T ]. The restriction is, essentially, to
have an euclidean ring with respect to the norm at infinity | · |∞; something clearly satisfied by Fq[T ].
Theorem 2.1.12 (Harder). — Any unimodular quadratic lattice E = (q, E) over R “comes from”
Fq; i.e.
(q, E) ∼= (q0, E0)⊗Fq R,
for some quadratic lattice (space) (q0, E0) over Fq.
This result appeared for the first time in Knebusch’s Habilitationsschrift [Kne69]. Ours, is naturally
based on the geometry of numbers, and in particular on Hermite’s result. It is not a coincidence, that
already Gerstein [Ger79] took this approach; which we did not know before this investigation.
Because I (re)discovered this proof, I feel free to write it down here.
[2.1] Lattice reduction. —
Definition 2.1.13. — A symmetric matrix B = (bi,j)
n
i,j=1 ∈ Matn(K) is reduced if and only if
(1) |bi,i|∞ > |bi,j|∞ for any j 6= i;
(2) |b1,1|∞ ≤ |b2,2|∞ ≤ . . . ≤ |bn,n|∞.
For principal ideal domains, the lattices are free, and therefore we can associate matrices to the
bases. Let {e1, . . . , en} be a basis for a given lattice E. Then a bilinear form b : E × E → R has
an associated matrix B ∈ Matn(R). The basis {e1, . . . , en} is called reduced if B is reduced. Any
subset of E is called reduced, if it is a reduced basis for the lattice it generates.
Proposition 2.1.14. — If the lattice E is anisotropic, then it possesses a reduced basis.
For the sake of completeness we repeat the algorithmic proof by Djokovic´ given in [Ger03], which
can be seen as an application of the Gauss pivoting method for matrices with entries in a polynomial
ring over a field.
Algorithm. — Choose any basis {e1, . . . , en} of E. Arrange the vectors of this basis in such a way,
that the diagonal of the associated matrix of b satisfies |b1,1|∞ ≤ . . . ≤ |bn,n|∞.
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Begin. If this basis is reduced, there is nothing to do, so return {e1, . . . , en}.
If not, let r ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} be so, that {e1, . . . , er} is reduced, but {e1, . . . , er+1} is not.
Since {e1, . . . , er+1} is not reduced, d := max1≤i≤r v∞(bi,r+1) − v(bi,i) is non negative. Set vi :=
v∞(bi,i), and λi := coeffvi(bi,i), i = 1, . . . , n. None of the λi’s are zero. Write
bi,r+1 = ciξ
vi+d + {lower term degrees}, i = 1, . . . , r,
for some ci ∈ Fq (clearly, ci = 0 when vi + d > v∞(bi,r+1)). Define
e′r+1 := er+1 −
r∑
i=1
ci
λi
xdei.
Now, for j = 1, . . . , r we have that
b(ej , e
′
r+1) = bj,r+1 −
cj
λj
xdbj,j −
∑
1≤i≤r ,i6=j
ci
λi
xdbi,j
has degree smaller than vj + d. If |b(e
′
r+1, e
′
r+1)|∞ ≥ |br,r|∞, then replace er+1 by e′r+1 in the
original basis, and go back to the beginning. Then we can always reduce the degree of the new
bi,r+1 at least by one and then after at most d + 1 passes through the beginning, we get a dom-
inant br+1,r+1; i.e. |br+1,r+1|∞ > |bi,r+1|∞, ∀i = 1, . . . , r. We might have to arrange the vectors
{e1, . . . , er, e′r+1, er+2, . . . , en} since br+1,r+1 might have smaller norm as the others bi,i, for i = 1, . . . , r.
After doing this, we have a basis {e1, . . . , e′r+1, . . . , er, er+1, . . . , en} (or {e1, . . . , er, e′r+1, er+2, . . . , en})
where the first r + 1 elements form a reduced basis. So after repeating the whole process above at
most n times, we obtain a reduced basis {e˜1, . . . , e˜n} of E.
End. Return {e˜1, . . . , e˜n}.
[2.2] From this algorithm and Theorem 2.1.6 we can easily derive Harder’s Theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2.1.12. — Assume first E to be anisotropic. From (2.1.3), there exists a rank one
submodule a whose discriminant is a unit in R×. But R is a principal ideal domain, so there exists
e1 ∈ E such that b(e1, e1) is a unit. Moreover we can extend {e1} to a basis {e1, . . . , en} of E
(〈e1〉R ⊂ E is primitive). Since E is anisotropic, and b(e1, e1) is already a unit, the lattice reduction
algorithm 2.1.14 produces a reduced basis {e˜1 = e1, e˜2, . . . , e˜n}. The diagonal of the associated matrix
is dominant, and b(e1, e1) a unit, hence the free submodule generated by e1 is indeed an orthogonal
summand of E: a ⊥ E′ = E. It is clear that E′ is again unimodular and of smaller rank, so we can
reproduce the same arguments as before, and finally obtain a diagonal form for E with entries in the
group of units of R, namely F×q .
If E is isotropic, we proceed by induction on the Witt index of E (recall R is an euclidean domain
and E is regular). So, any hyperbolic space inside E is an orthogonal summand of it. By induction
we are reduced to the case ind(E) = 1. From (2.1.3), there is an ideal a = 〈a〉R ⊂ E such that b(a, a)
is a unit, and it is also a summand (see the proof of Theorem 2.1.6). E = a ⊕ a′, with a′ = 〈a′〉R a
regular lattice. Since b(a, a) and b(a′, a′) are both units, it is easy to see, that the associated matrix
with respect to the basis {a, a′} is
(
b(a, a) 0
0 b(a′, a′)
)
. The proof is finished.
[2.3] Harder’s proof. — We sketch the original proof.
In our previous proof, modulo lattice reduction (§2.1.2.1), the whole effort consisted in finding a
unimodular orthogonal factor of the given (unimodular) lattice. If we found a unimodular sublattice,
by reduction theory, we get indeed a unimodular orthogonal factor, so it is enough to find a unimodular
sublattice. This was done with help of Hermite’s Theorem 2.1.6, whose bound guarantees the existence
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of such a sublattice. Harder proceeds as follows (recall notation from this section).
Set U := Spec(R), X := P1Fq , and S := X \U . Extend (cf. §2.3.3) (q, E) to a maybe singular quadratic
bundle (q˜, E˜) over X. There is therefore an exact sequence of coherent OX -sheaves
0 −→ E˜ b∗−→ E˜∗ −→ N −→ 0.
Since N is a skyscraper-sheaf, χ(N) = dim(H0(X,N)) = s deg(T ) = s, where m− s is the dimension
of the quadratic space over the residue field of the (regular) local ring of T (Fq). The other two
Euler-characteristics are (after Grothendieck-Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch; cf. [Har97, Appendix A,
Theorem 4.1] for the statement and notation):
χ(E˜) = deg([ch(E˜). td(TX)]1) = deg(det(E˜))− m
2
deg(KX) = deg(det(E˜)) +m, and similarly
χ(E˜∗) = − deg(det(E˜)) +m.
The alternating sum of Euler-characteristics χ(E˜)−χ(E˜∗)+χ(N) is always zero, which gives χ(E˜) =
m − 12s, and therefore, since s ≤ m, χ(E˜) is positive and consequently E˜ possesses a global section
σ. Its norm is hence a global section, and so belongs to Γ(X,O×X ) = F×q . The sublattice generated by
σ |U inside E is unimodular, so the theorem follows.
Remark 2.1.15. — In Harder’s proof, one can obviously change S = {T−1} for any other set of
places at infinity, and the result remains true for deg(supp(S)) ≤ 2 (cf. [Kne69, Satz 13.4.4]).
Remark 2.1.16. — Instead of using the very strong Grothendieck-Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch The-
orem, one can directly prove, using the classical Riemann-Roch Theorem 2.2.6, by induction on the
rank of the vector bundle (since det behaves additively), that
χ(E) = deg(E) + rk(E)(1 − g);
and use this equation directly in the proof above.
2. Lattice points
For the rest of this chapter, we concentrate ourselves on the function field case.
Convention 1. Unless otherwise stated, a curve from now on is a complete, geometrically irre-
ducible and smooth one dimensional scheme over Spec(Fq) (in particular projective).
Let X be a curve, S∞ ⊂ |X| finitely many closed points on X, and denote by Val(S∞) the set of
their corresponding valuations; set R := Γ(X \ S∞,OX) for the global ring of functions holomorphic
on U := X \ S∞, K for its quotient field (the function field of X).
2.1. Ray and convex bodies. — Let ∞ ∈ S∞ and V be a K-vector space with basis B :=
{v1, . . . , vm}. Denote by V∞ the vector space obtained by extension of scalars to K∞, where∞ is any
valuation (”at infinity“). We can define a norm on it (which depends on the basis B):
‖v‖∞ := maxi=1,...,m
{|αi|∞ | v =
m∑
k=1
αkvk}.
Choose a lattice L∞ ⊂ V∞. Our main goal is to relate the number of points of L∞ inside a given
convex or ray-body (see the definition below), with certain quantity associated with it (its “volume”).
Definition 2.2.1. — A function σ : V∞ → [0,∞) which satisfies the following properties:
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SRF1. σ(λv) = |λ|∞σ(v) ∀v ∈ V, λ ∈ K, and
SRF2. σ is continuous with respect to the (canonical) norm ‖ · ‖∞
is called a semi-ray function; if moreover
RF3. σ(v) = 0⇔ v = 0
is satisfied, then σ is a ray-function. For any ray function σ and a positive number B, the set
V∞(σ,B) := {v ∈ V∞ | σ(v) ≤ B} a is called a (centered) ray-body.
If a ray function σ satisfies also the inequality (recall that for the exposition’s sake, we restrict to
the non-archimedian case) σ(v+w) ≤ max{σ(v) +σ(w)}, it is a convex function and its associated
ray-body is called a convex body.
We illustrate this definition in two examples, which will be of main interest for us.
Example 2.2.2. — (1) Take σ(·) = ‖ · ‖∞. Then the associated convex bodies are nothing else,
but spheres.
(2) Let F : V∞ = Km∞ → K∞ be any homogeneous d-form. Then we can define: σF : V∞ → [0,∞)
by σF (v) := |F (v)|∞
1/d. The semi-ray function σF is a ray function if and only if the hyper-surface
HF := Proj(K∞[T1, . . . , Tm]/〈F 〉) has no rational points. For our further purposes we should keep in
mind the quadratic case (d = 2).
Any body (as defined above) will be called absorbent if and only if it contains at least one element
different from 0 of any 1-dimensional vector subspace of V∞.
Remark 2.2.3. — Let σ be any ray function and S := {v ∈ V∞ | ‖v‖∞ = 1}. Since S is a compact
set (see below), we have σ(S) ⊂ [0,∞) is also compact, and therefore it is bounded. Call g,G the
lower, respectively the upper bound of the image set. It is clear, that g > 0 (from Definition 2.2.1 and
the compactness of S). So, we have:
‖v − w‖∞g ≤ σ(v − w) ≤ ‖v − w‖∞G, ∀v,w ∈ V∞.
Although in the archimedian case it is well known that spheres are compact, we must show this
easy fact in the non-archimedian case. We will prove that B := V∞(‖ · ‖∞, 1) is compact, from which
the claim follows.
Since V∞ is locally compact, there exists a neighborhood U of zero which is relatively compact. We
can indeed suppose U¯ ⊂ B (B is closed). Since U is absorbent, we have to find λ ∈ K×∞ : λU¯ ⊃ B.
Fix any λ ∈ K×∞ with |λ|∞ > 1 and define µ : U¯ → N by µ(v) := min{n | λnv 6∈ B} ∪ {∞} (see that
it never takes the zero value). If we prove that µ is a continuous function, then we are done, since it
is defined on a compact set, and therefore the image would be contained in some interval [1, N ], and
therefore B ⊂ λN U¯ ; which proves the claim.
(Our topological spaces satisfy always the second axiom of countability, and hence we may check
continuity by sequences.) Let ‖v − vn‖∞
n→∞−→ 0. We have to relate the numbers e = µ(v) and
en = µ(vn). ‖λ
ev‖∞ > 1 and ‖λ
envn‖∞ > 1. But since vn tends to v, and ‖ · ‖∞ is non archimedian,
for big n, we have ‖v‖∞ = ‖vn‖∞, which implies that en = e; so µ is continuous. Hence we have
proved the following
Lemma 2.2.4. — Any bounded and closed subset of V∞ is compact.
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2.2. Counting lattice points. — The notation is as in the previous section.
Lemma 2.2.5. — The pull-back (q∞,(0), E∞,(0),K∞) contains Γ(U, E) =: M as a discrete sublattice.
In particular, M ∩ E∞,(0)(σ,B) is a finite set for every ray function σ and any B ∈ R+.
Proof. — After Lemma 2.2.4, we have to prove that M is discrete. If M is free, it is clear from
the properties of ‖ · ‖∞ (see §1.1). If not, from the structure theorem it suffices to prove that any
fractional ideal a is discretely embedded in K∞, which is also clear once we fix a generating set for
it.
To count the lattice points, say for example of M inside E∞,(0)(σ,B) as above, one naturally needs
the classical theorem of Riemann-Roch.
[2.1] Riemann-Roch. — We briefly recall this very basic result for completeness.
Let X be a scheme, and K be the sheaf associated with the pre-sheaf U 7→ S−1U Γ(U,OX), where
SU is the multiplicative subset of Γ(U,OX) of non-zero divisors (cf. [Har97, page 145]). For a
Cartier divisor D = {(Ui, fi)} on X, we define L(D) as the OX-submodule of K generated by f−1i
on Ui (which is well defined, since fi/fj is invertible on Ui ∩ Uj). The invertible sheaf L(D) (it is
coherent and locally of rank 1) is the sheaf associated with D. Conversely, any coherent sheaf of
local constant rank 1 has an associated Cartier divisor class (a Divisor modulo principal divisors, cf.
[Har97, Chapter II, §6]).
Take now X an irreducible, smooth, complete curve over an algebraically closed field k. Denote by
g := pa := dimk H
1(X,OX ) its arithmetic genus, and byKX the canonical class of X; i.e. the Cartier
divisor class associated with the invertible sheaf det(ΩX), for ΩX the sheaf of relative differentials on
X over k. For a Cartier divisor D write l(D) for the dimension of the k-vector space H0(X,L(D)).
Theorem 2.2.6 (Riemann-Roch). — With the notation above, if D is a Cartier divisor on X,
then
l(D)− l(K −D) = deg(D) + 1− g.
[2.2] Counting. — When the ray function is the (convex) function which corresponds to the norm,
we can compute the cardinal of the set in Lemma 2.2.5, using Riemann-Roch, explicitly:
Proposition 2.2.7. — The finite set of Lemma 2.2.5 for σ(·) = ‖ · ‖∞ and logq(B) > 2g − 2 +
deg(det(M)), has the following cardinality:
(2.2.1) |M ∩ E∞,(0)(‖ · ‖∞, B)| = q−m(g−1−logq B)−deg(det(M)).
Proof. — Write M = ⊕mi=1ai. Since the norm ‖ · ‖∞ is the maximum norm with respect to | · |∞, the
cardinality of M ∩ E∞,(0)(‖ · ‖∞, B) is multiplicative on the summands of M , and the right hand side
of (2.2.1) is also, since deg ◦det behaves well additively. Therefore we can suppose m = 1, say M = a.
a ∩ E∞,(0)(‖ · ‖∞, B) ={a ∈ a | |a|∞ ≤ B} =
={a ∈ K× | |a|∞ ≤ B and vp(a) ≥ vp(a) ∀p ∈ Ω0(K)} =
=L(logq(B) · (∞)− a).
If B is sufficiently large, as in the hypothesis above, the l(K −D) summand of the Riemann-Roch
Theorem 2.2.6 vanishes, so we get:
|a ∩ E∞,(0)(‖ · ‖∞, B)| = qdim(L(logq(B)·(∞)−a) = q1−g+logq(B)−deg(a),
as required.
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Note that in the proof we wrote M = ⊕mi=1ai instead of simply M ∼= ⊕mi=1ai. The difference of these
two is illustrated in the following:
Corollary 2.2.8. — Let T : Eη → Eη be an invertible linear transformation. Then, for B sufficiently
large,
|T (M) ∩ E∞,(0)(‖ · ‖∞, B)| = |det(T )|ξ−1 |M ∩ E∞,(0)(‖ · ‖∞, B)|.
Proof. — Recall that T (v1) ∧ . . . ∧ T (vl) = (det(T )).v1 ∧ . . . ∧ vl. So, from (2.2.1) we get:
|T (M) ∩ E∞,(0)(‖ · ‖∞, B)| = q−m(g−1−logq B)−deg(det(T (M))) =
= q−m(g−1−logq B)−deg(det(T ) det(M)) = q−m(g−1−logq B)−deg(det(M))−deg(det(T )) =
= |det(T )|ξ−1 |M ∩ E∞,(0)(‖ · ‖∞, B)|.
2.3. Volumes. — As explained in the introduction, we want to relate the number of lattice points
inside an “ellipsoid” defined by a definite quadratic form with the volume of the ellipsoid and the
volume of the fundamental domain of the lattice.
In the classical case, i.e. R = Z, the situation is as follows. Let V be a m dimensional Q-vector
space, and M ⊂ V is a free Z-module of full rank. Endow V with a (positive) definite integral
quadratic form (by abuse of notation, since the characteristic of our fields is different from 2, we use
the corresponding bilinear form) q : V→ Q. Then for m ≥ 4 we have
Theorem 2.2.9. —
|M ∩ VR(|q(·)|1/2, B)| = pi
mBm√|discr(M)| Γ(m+ 1) +O(Bm−2) =
=
vol(VR(|·|, B))
vol(FM ) +O(B
m−2),
when B tends to infinity.
This formula, essentially due to Landau and Walfisz, though not in its sharpest form, is enough for
the computations involved in the Minkowski-Siegel formula [Kne92].
In the function field case, we have seen that at least for some particular cases we can explicitly
compute this asymptotic cardinality without any error term. We want to compute it also for ray
functions of the form σ(·) = |q(·)|∞1/2, where q is any definite quadratic form. This computation will
be carried out in chapter 4. The following fact will be of use.[V]
Proposition 2.2.10. — The semi-ray function associated with a quadratic form is a norm if and
only if the quadratic form is anisotropic.
Proof. — Let q : E∞,(0) → K∞ be a quadratic form, with bilinear form b(·,·). The necessity condition
is clear, since an isotropic quadratic form represents zero non trivially, and hence the semi-ray function
would take the value zero at a non-zero vector, so it is not a norm.
The condition is sufficient. To see this, we need to prove that σq(v+w) ≤ max{σq(v), σq(w)}. This is
easily seen to be equivalent to the claim |b(v,w)|∞ ≤ max{|q(v)|∞, |q(w)|∞}, which is again equivalent
to
(?) v∞(q(v,w)) ≥ inf{v∞(q(v)), v∞(q(w))}.
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We now prove this last inequality, for which there are two cases, depending on whether v and w are
linearly dependent or not.
Since the form q is anisotropic, q(v+λw) = 0 only when v = −λw, in which case the initial inequality
follows directly from the fact that |1 + λ|∞ ≤ |λ|∞ (λ ∈ K∞). So suppose v and w are linearly
independent. Then q(v+λw) = q(x)+λ2q(w)+2λb(v,w) is never zero. By suitable multiplication by
a power of a uniformizer pi∞, we can suppose the valuations of the coefficients to be non-negative. From
Hensel’s Lemma (recall K∞ is a complete local field, so henselian) the reduced polynomial will not
have roots in R∞/pi∞R∞. We have to prove (?), so suppose v∞(b(v,w)) ≤ inf{v∞(q(v)), v∞(q(w))}.
If v∞(b(v,w)) < v∞(q(w)), we easily see that the reduced equation will not have solutions, only
when v∞(q(v)) = v∞(b(v,w)), so (?). On the other hand, if v∞(b(v,w)) < v∞(q(v)), then we have
immediately local solutions, hence global, which is a contradiction to the anisotropicity of q.
3. Curves in the sense of Chevalley
The goal of this section is the study of extensions of quadratic bundles defined over Zariski open
subsets of projective curves over finite fields. One standard tool to study this kind of problem, is the
language of adeles. In the following, we will try to explain how the adeles naturally (after Chevalley!)
arise in algebraic geometry.
3.1. Abstract curves. — We would like to recall some properties of smooth (quasi-) projective
curves over a field k [Har97, Ch. I, §6]. For any such a curve X, we denote by F its function field.
Consider the following set
R(X) := {R ⊂ F | R is a valuation ring with quotient field F}.
Endow this set with the topology given by the closed sets:
{S ⊂ R(X) | S is finite},
(i.e. the topology given by the Fre´chet’s filter in Bourbaki’s terminology) and with a sheaf of regular
functionsOX (U) := ∩R∞∈UR∞. Then,R(X) is called the abstract (non-singular) curve associated
with F . So we know how to associate to a function field of transcendence degree 1, an abstract curve
R(X) (the reverse of which is trivial):
F  R(X).
Theorem 2.3.1. — [Har97, Ch. I, Thm. 6.9] Any abstract nonsingular curve R(X) is isomorphic
(as a locally ringed space) to a nonsingular projective curve XF .
This correspondence enables us to study vector bundles on abstract curves, where the adeles natu-
rally arise. It is worth to cite, that in [EGAI, §8], there is a more general correspondence established,
between integral noetherian schemes and Chevalley schemes (loc. cit.); so the abstract nonsingular
curve R(X) above is a one dimensional, smooth Chevalley scheme: a curve in the sense of Cheval-
ley.
This somehow formal observation of Chevalley enables a concrete interplay between geometry and
arithmetic. We illustrate this in more detail in the following section.
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3.2. Vector bundles and double classes. — Let E be a vector bundle on a curve X. Denote by
η the generic point of X, and by K := κ(η) its function field. The vector bundle on the abstract curve
R(X) is given by a collection of local data (on the Chevalley side) {Ev}v∈Val(K), where Val(K) :=: |X|
is the set of places of K (i.e. the closed points of X). We can write equivalently {Êv}v∈Val(K), since
⊗OX,v ÔX,v is a faithfully flat functor. A vector bundle is a locally trivial sheaf of constant rank, say
m; in particular, whenever we choose a trivialization E |U∼= (OX |U )⊕m, it induces on the side of the
abstract curve, a trivial collection {ÔX,v}v∈U , whereX\U is finite. The bundle E is obtained by glueing
such locally trivial bundles. The group given by the restricted product (cf. §1.1.4.1.1) GLm(AK) :=∏′
v∈Val(K)
{GLm(ÔX,v),GLm(K̂v)} acts on the Chevalley side. The stabilizer of the locally trivial
Chevalley bundles are the integral matrices in GLm(AK); namely GLm(OK) :=
∏
v∈Val(K)GLm(ÔX,v).
Therefore, there is a surjection:
p˜i : GLm(AK)/GLm(OK) {Rank-m vector bundles over X}/ ∼= .
In order to establish a bijection, we study the construction of a vector bundle on X from a given com-
patible family {Êv}v∈Val(K), i.e. for any v0 ∈ Val(K), there exists a matrix Mv0 ∈
∏
v∈Uv0
GLm(ÔX,v),
such that Mv0(Êv) = ÔX,v
⊗m
for all v ∈ Uv0 (Uv0 ⊂ X is Zariski open). From the correspon-
dence between X and R(X) as locally ringed spaces, we have Γ(U,OX) = ∩v∈UOX,v , and therefore,
for vector bundles: Γ(U, E) := ∩v∈UEv = ∩v∈U (Êv ∩ Eη); which from the above, is a locally trivial
sheaf of local constant rank m. Moreover, the subgroup GLm(K) ⊂ GLm(AK) acts on the classes
GLm(AK)/GLm(OK). Therefore, there exists an induced action of GLm(K) on the vector bundles over
X, which is trival, since Γ(U, E) = ∩v∈U (Êv ∩ Eη) = ∩v∈U (Êv ∩ T (Eη)) for all T ∈ GL(Eη) = GLm(K).
Hence,
(2.3.1) pi : GLm(K)\GLm(AK)/GLm(OK) {Rank-m vector bundles over X}/ ∼= .
Claim: The map in (2.3.1) is a bijection.
It remains to see the injectivity of the map. Let {Êvi}v∈Val(K), i = 1, 2, be representatives of any
two double classes, which have the same image under the map pi. From the action of GLm(K) we can
suppose that all the lattices E iv = Êv
i ∩ Eη (i = 1, 2) are inside the same fixed K = κ(η)-vector space
Eη (send E1η isomorphically to E2η ). Denote by Ei := pi({Êv
i}v∈Val(K)), i = 1, 2, and by ϕ : E1 → E2 an
isomorphism of vector bundles on X. At the generic point η of X, ϕη ∈ GL(Eη) = GLm(K). Locally,
vector bundles are trivial, so ϕ̂v(Ê1,v) = Ê2,v, and hence ϕ̂v ∈ GLm(ÔX,v), which is just a base change
of ϕη. Therefore, on the Chevalley side, we obtain locally everywhere matrices in GLm(ÔX,v), so
{ϕ̂v}v∈X ∈ GLm(OK); what proves the claim.
Summarizing,
Proposition 2.3.2. — The map
GLm(K)\GLm(AK)/GLm(OK) −→ {Rank-m vector bundles over X}/ ∼=
constructed above is bijective.
3.3. Extensions. —
[3.1] Extensions of vector bundles. — We return to our problem of extending a given vector bundle
on an affine Zariski subset U of X. From the discussion above, it is easy to prove
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Proposition 2.3.3. — The extensions of a given vector bundle E on U to the whole curve X are
parametrized by
∏
v∈X\U GLm(K)/GLm(OX,v).
Proof. — From the group theoretical interpretation above, this kernel is given by
GLm(AK)/GLm(OK)∏′
v∈U
GLm(ÔX,v)/
∏
v∈U GLm(ÔX,v)
∼=
∏
v∈X\U
GLm(K̂v)/GLm(ÔX,v) ∼=
∼=
∏
v∈X\U
GLm(Kv)/GLm(ÔX,v) ∩GLm(Kv) ∼=
∼=
∏
v∈X\U
GLm(Kv)/GLm(OX,v).
The second isomorphism follows from the observation that
GLm(K̂v) = GLm(ÔX,v)GLm(Kv),
which is easy to see, since GLm(Kv) is dense in GLm(K̂v).
[3.2] Extensions of quadratic bundles. — Endow E with a symmetric bilinear form bU : Sym2(E)→ L
with values in certain line bundle L ∈ Pic(U). We can ask ourselves for the extensions of this quadratic
form to the whole X. From the above proposition, we have extensions for E and L to X parametrized
by
∏
v∈X\U GLr(K)/GLr(OX,v) for r = m and r = 1 respectively. Fix extensions E˜ and L˜ of the
given bundles. We want to study the fibers of
Γ(X, (Sym2(E˜))∗ ⊗OX L˜)
ρU−→ Γ(U, (Sym2(E))∗ ⊗OX L).
Theorem 2.3.4. — Let U = Spec(R) be an affine Zariski open subset of a curve X over a finite field
k, and let bU : Sym
2(E)→ L be a quadratic form on E over U with values on the line bundle L. Then,
there exist finitely many isometry classes of quadratic forms b˜ : Sym2(E˜) −→ L˜, such that b˜ |U= bU ,
for given bundle extensions E˜ , L˜. This number is uniformly bounded.
Proof. — Denote by S the finitely many (closed) points of X \ U . Pick any p∞ ∈ S. Write
V(Sym2(E˜)∗ ⊗ L˜) for the projective scheme of all quadratic forms up to scalars. Over a Zariski
open, affine U0 := Spec(R0) ⊂ X
V(Sym2(E˜)∗ ⊗ L˜)(U0) := Proj(SymR0(HomR0(Sym2(E˜)∗ ⊗ L˜, R0));
i.e. the fibers of this vector bundle over the Zariski open, affine subschemes of X are projective
schemes of the symmetric algebra of the coherent sheaf (Sym2(E˜))∗ ⊗ L˜ (see §1.2.4). There exists
clearly an extension of the quadratic form to the completion of the function field K of X with respect
to p∞ (just by base change, which gives a quadratic space), and any other possible extension is similar
over Spec(K∞) to this one (cf. [Eic73, §II]). Hence, we have a uniquely determined section of the
projective bundle V(Sym2(E˜)∗⊗ L˜). By the valuative criterion of properness ([Har97, Ch.II, §4]), we
have a unique dotted arrow
Spec(K∞)
i

b∞ // P(Sym2(E˜)∗ ⊗ L˜)
Spec(R∞)
b˜∞
44jjjjjjjj
,
which lifts b∞. Therefore, the extension is unique up to multiplying by a scalar K
×
∞. We will show,
that this scalar has bounded valuation from above and from below. Hence, using that k×/k×2 is finite
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and the valuation discrete, we have only finitely many classes which extend b∞. We do this with each
point at infinity, and the claim follows.
The valuation is obviously bounded from below, since the bundles E˜ and L˜ are fixed. From above is
also bounded, since the curve X is projective, hence we consider it as a covering of P1k, with S ⊂ X
the support of the fiber over ∞ = (T1) ∈ P1k := Proj(k[T = T0, T1]). An arbitrarily high power of
the uniformizer at p∞ ∈ X would give an arbitrarily negative power of the uniformizer at T , which
is impossible, since the values of the quadratic bundle at any point above T are uniformly bounded
from below (by L, i.e. the form should take values in L).
The last assertion is now clear from the proof.
The property of a quadratic bundle of being definite depends on the points at infinity. We have just
seen that a quadratic bundle on a Zariski open dense subset U = X \S possesses (different) extensions
to the points S at infinity. From the proof of Theorem 2.3.4 we obtain the following
Corollary 2.3.5. — Fix a pair of extensions E˜ and L˜ of given vector bundles E and L on a Zariski
open subset U ⊂ X. Then, if one extension to X of a quadratic bundle on U is definite, then so are
all the others.
CHAPTER 3
ORTHOGONAL GROUPS ON CURVES OVER FINITE FIELDS
In this chapter we set up the language and definitions and prove basic facts before introducing the
Minkowski-Siegel formula in a geometrical setting.
Notation. — Let X/Spec(Fq) be a smooth, projective, geometrically irreducible curve; E a vector
bundle with a quadratic form on it b : Sym2(E) → L (recall we assume 2 ∈ O×X), where L is any line
bundle on X. Denote by K the rational function field of X, by Val(X) the set of all inequivalent
places of K (which is in one to one correspondence with the set of all closed rational points of X).
For a valuation (place) v ∈ Val(X), Kv will denote the completion of K with respect to v. By abuse
of notation, let us write E or simply b for (b, E ,L). Let S∞ ⊂ Val(X) be a fixed finite set of “points”
on X, which we declare to be the points at infinity. The subset U := X \ S∞ is affine and Zariski
open, say U = Spec(R).
It is well known, that rank 4 quadratic forms over local fields are universal, therefore
Theorem 3.0.6. — After base change to Spec(Kv), the quadratic form bv is isotropic if rk(E) ≥ 5;
i.e. there exists a non zero section v of E ⊗Kv, such that bv(v) = 0.
Remark 3.0.7. — If rk(E) ≥ 5, there are no definite quadratic forms on it (recall Definition 1.2.22).
Although it will not be everywhere necessary in this chapter, we restrict to definite quadratic
bundles, so in particular rk(E) ≤ 4.
1. The group scheme O(E)
1.1. Good models. — The orthogonal group over X is represented by a subgroup scheme over X
(see Proposition 1.2.26)
O(E) := O(q, E ,L) := {ϕ ∈ GL(E) | b ◦ Sym2(ϕ) = b} ⊂ GL(E).
Denote by O(E)K the group scheme over Spec(K) obtained by base change to the generic point η ∈ X.
Definition 3.1.1. — A good model of O(E)K over a Zariski open, dense Y ⊂ X is a smooth affine
group scheme GY over Y , together with a morphism O(E)K → GY and a map GY → O(E)Y inducing
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an isomorphism over the smooth locus of O(E)Y , and making the following diagram commutative
GY

O(E)K
*
77oooooooo
 //

O(E)Y

η  // Y .
Theorem 3.1.2. — The orthogonal group O(E) is a good model over an affine, Zariski open subset
Spec(A) of X, if and only if supp(discr(E)) ∩ Spec(A) = ∅.
Sketch. — The necessity is clear from the classification of anisotropic quadratic forms over local fields
(over local rings not of characteristic 2, we can diagonalize the forms!). We easily see also, that the
orthogonal group is a smooth scheme over Spec(A), when the intersection above is empty. Namely, if we
denote by k¯v the algebraic closure of the residue field with respect to the valuation v ∈ Val(Spec(A)),
the k¯v-algebra Γ(Spec(A),OO(E)) ⊗ k¯v should be reduced, which is clear, since the form is similar to
the trivial diagonal form.
The good model obtained from above, with least number of points at infinity, is denoted by O(E)◦
and R◦ := ∩′OX,p, where the prime means that the intersection is to be taken over all points p at
which the group O(E) has good reduction. These points may be also called regular primes. The set
of points on the curve outside Spec(R◦) is denoted by S◦.
Again, from the local classification of quadratic forms we have
Proposition 3.1.3. — If rk(E) is greater than 2, then S◦ is exactly the set of points where the
quadratic form is anisotropic.
Remark 3.1.4. — In the rank 2 case, for example, the assertion of the proposition above is not true.
The quadratic form x2 − δy2 is anisotropic over a point of even degree (δ a non-square), whereas the
orthogonal group has good reduction.
Therefore, definite quadratic bundles on X of rank 3 or 4 are never regular (i.e. S◦ 6= ∅). Moreover,
the support of the divisor at infinity must be contained in the support of the discriminant of the
bundle.
In the classical case, the discriminant of (positive) definite quadratic forms is negative by convention.
In fact, this is not a mere convention. To be more rigorous, one should actually put, in this case,
the point at infinity in the discriminant. For example a positive definite, rational integral, ternary
quadratic form of discriminant −p, has discriminant ∞ · p. This can be better understood from the
definition of the discriminant of the associated quaternion algebra, via its even Clifford algebra, say.
1.2. Reductiveness of the orthogonal group. — As far as I know, the following result is well
known in the frame of Bruhat-Tits Theory (cf. [BT87]). Instead we give here a simple proof.
Theorem 3.1.5. — The special orthogonal group SO(E)◦ is a reductive group; i.e. affine, smooth
with connected and reductive geometric fibers.
Proof. — Need only to check reductiveness. For rank 1, 2 it is clear, hence for rank 4. For rank three,
our form is locally y2 − xz, since for reductiveness (cf. [SGAD, Expose´ XIX]) we can pass to the
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algebraic closure. The nilradical of Lie(O(E)) consists of elements of the form
 a11 a12 02a23 0 2a12
0 a32 −a11

whose square
a211 − a212 + a32a31 a11a12 2a2122a11a32 4a12a32 −2a11a12
2a232 −a11a32 2a12a32 + a211

is zero. This ideal is visibly trivial, so the claim.
Please note, that we have made use of a couple of basic nontrivial results about p-Lie algebras of
(unipotent) group schemes. Namely, the unipotent subgroup scheme corresponds to the nilpotent
ideal of the Lie-algebra and that for any presentation of the group chosen, unipotent elements go to
unipotent ones (a consequence of Jordan’s Theorem). See for this [Bor91, Chapter I, §4].
Remark 3.1.6. — The nilpotent ideal of the Lie Algebra of quadratic bundles at anisotropic points
is also trivial. We do not include here the rather lengthy computations, since in general, the wanted
result, the orthogonal group over X be reductive, is clearly false: the orthogonal group over X is
not even flat for definite forms (non regular), say of rank greater than 2, since the dimensions of the
orthogonal groups on the fibers, jump up precisely at the points where the form is not unimodular
(cf. Proposition 3.1.3).
2. Adele Orthogonal Group and Haar-measure
2.1. Adele orthogonal group. — We make the following notational
Convention 2. From now on, ∗v will denote the completion of ∗ with respect to the valuation v,
instead of ∗ˆv.
Pick a divisor at infinity S∞ ⊂ X, and denote R := Γ(X \ S∞,OX), U := Spec(R). The base
change of E to a completion Kv of K with respect to a place/point v will be denoted by Ev,(0); which
is a Kv-vector space of dimension m := rk(E). Any completion R ↪→ Rv induces a map in geometry
which enables us to evaluate
O(E)(Spec(Rv)) =: O(Ev).
Equivalently we write O(Ev,(0)) or O(bv,(0), Ev,(0),Lv,(0)) for O(E)(Spec(Kv)).
Unless otherwise stated, S∗ stands for a finite set of places of K containing S∞, where ∗ is any
sequence of characters (possibly empty).
For any (finite set of places) S containing S∞, we define:
OS(E) := {(uv) ∈
∏
v∈Val(X)
O(Ev,(0)) | uv ∈ O(Ev) ∀v 6∈ S}, and
OS,f(E) := {(uv) ∈
∏
v 6∈S∞
O(Ev,(0)) | uv ∈ O(Ev) ∀v 6∈ S};
both endowed with the induced product topology.
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Definition 3.2.1. — The group
OAK (E) := OAK (b, E ,L) := lim−→
S∞⊂S⊂Val(X)
OS(E)
is called the adele orthogonal group and
OAf(E) := OAf(b, E ,L) := lim−→
S∞⊂S⊂Val(X)
OS,f(E)
is the finite adele orthogonal group associated with the quadratic bundle (b, E ,L).
Remark 3.2.2. — In this chapter we develop the theory for OAK , valid without changes for the finite
adeles. The results in chapter 4 from here (Propositions 3.3.3 and 3.3.8) are clearly valid for the finite
adeles as well.
The topology in OAK (E) is the inductive limit topology, namely the one given by
∪S⊂Val(X)OS(E)/R,
where (αS1 , αS2) ∈ R ⇐⇒ ιS1,S2(αS1) = ιS2,S1(αS2), for
OS1∪S2(E)
OS1(E)
+
ιS1∪S2
88rrrrrrrrrr
OS2(E) .
3
ιS2∪S1
ffMMMMMMMMMM
Remark 3.2.3. — The adele orthogonal group OAK (E) can be seen also as the group of adelic points
O(E)(AK) of the the orthogonal K-group scheme O(E) (cf. §1.1.4.1.1). The same is valid for Af
instead of AK .
We recall some basic facts about orthogonal groups (see [Eic73], [O’M00] or more generally
[Wei82]).
(1) A subset G ⊂ OAK (E) is open (closed) if and only if ι−1S (G) ⊂ OS(E) is open (closed) for all S.
(2) The subgroups
OS(E) =
∏
v 6∈S O(Ev)×
∏
v∈S O(Ev,(0))  // OAK (E)
are open and locally compact. The groups O(Ev) are indeed compact.
(3) The adele orthogonal group OAK (E) = lim−→S⊂Val(X)OS(E) is locally compact.
2.2. Congruence subgroups. —
[2.1] Local principal congruence subgroups. — Let v ∈ Val(X) \ S∞ be any “finite” valuation, and
γ ∈ Rv. Since E is a vector bundle, the endomorphism of Ev given by multiplication by γ is injective.
Hence we have the following commutative diagram
0 // Ev
γ· //
ϕv

Ev //
ϕv

Ev/γEv // 0
0 // Ev
γ· // Ev // Ev/γEv // 0
with exact rows. A simple application of the snake lemma shows that we have a homomorphism
ψv,γ : O(Ev)→ GL(Ev/γEv) (shortly: the orthogonal group is a functor). We define O(Ev, γ) to be the
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kernel of this homomorphism.
Claim. O(Ev, γ) ⊂ O(Ev) is a closed and open subgroup.
Set a := annRv(Ev/γEv) = γRv, then Ev/γEv has structure of Rv/a module of finite rank (a is not
zero!). Since this last quotient ring is finite, we conclude GL(Ev/γEv) is finite. This space has the
discrete topology, so {IdEv/γEv} is closed and open; hence the claim.
Another kind of local congruence subgroups can be defined as follows. For a valuation v in Spec(R◦)
(i.e. a place of good reduction), we choose a uniformizer element piv and a natural number nv ∈ N0.
O(Ev , pinvv Ov) := ψ−1v,γ(Centr(O(Ev/pinvv Ov))),
which follows from the formal smoothness of the group functor O(?) at v, since at this place the
orthogonal group was assumed to be smooth (cf. [SGAD, Expose´ XI, §1]).
Clearly, O(Ev , γ) ⊂ O(Ev , piv(γ)v Ov), and[
O(Ev, piv(γ)v Ov) : O(Ev , γ)
]
= |Centr(O(Ev ⊗Ov/piv(γ)v Ov))|.
Remark 3.2.4. — (1) With this second definition in mind, we observe, that we can define con-
gruence subgroups with respect to any (normal) subgroup Zv of O(Ev ⊗Ov/pinvv Ov). We will suppose
this subgroup to be trivial, when the orthogonal group has bad reduction at v.
(2) For a Haar measure µ on the locally compact group OAK (E), we have
µ(OAK (E , γR)) = µ(OAK (E , γ))
∏
v∈Val(X)
v(γ)>0
|Centr(O(Ev ⊗Rv/piv(γ)v Rv))|.
[2.2] Principal congruence subgroups. — To an idele α with non-negative valuations at finite places,
we can associate the group
OAK (E , α) :=
∏
v 6∈S∞
O(Ev, αv)×
∏
v∈S∞
O(Ev).
The definition of OAK (E , α) is naturally invariant by A×S∞ :
for α0 ∈ A×S∞ , OAK (E , α0α) = OAK (E , α).
Therefore, this definition descends to the R-ideals (recall (1.1.3)):
Definition 3.2.5. — Let a ⊂ R be an ideal, and α any lifting of a to the idele group of K. The
subgroup
OAK (E , a) :=
∏
v 6∈S∞
O(Ev, αv)×
∏
v∈S∞
O(Ev),
is called a principal congruence subgroup of OAK (E).
Remark 3.2.6. — For the zero ideal of R, the definition makes also sense:
OAK (E , 0) :=
∏
v∈Val(X)
O(Ev).
With this, OAK (E , a) ⊂ OAK (E , 0).
Lemma 3.2.7. — Any two principal congruence subgroups are commensurable.
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Proof. — Let OAK (E , a) and OAK (E , b) be two principal congruence subgroups, and denote by α,
respectively β, any lifting of the ideals to the ideles. It is clearly sufficient to check the claim locally;
which follows from the following commutative diagram
Ov //
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
J Ov/Mnv
Ov/Mn+mv

for non negative integers n > 0, m. Applying the functor of points of the orthogonal group O(E),
we observe, that O(Ev , pin+mv ) is contained in O(Ev , pinv ), certainly with finite index (cf. §3.2.2.1). The
ideles coincide almost everywhere, so the claim.
Remark 3.2.8. — We see also from the proof above, that OAK (E , a)∩OAK (E , b) = OAK (E , lcm(a, b));
since on the side of the ideles (with the previous notation), a lifting of the ideal lcm(a, b) in the ideles
is
∏
v 6∈S∞
pi
maxn∈N{v(αv),v(βv)}
v , which gives this intersection.
[2.3] Congruence subgroups. — Here we define a Haar measure on a certain Borel[VII] algebra, suitable
for our computational purposes.
Definition 3.2.9. — A congruence subgroup G ⊂ OAK (E) is a subgroup which is locally almost
everywhere O(Ev) (including all v ∈ S∞), and for each other place v, it is the pre-image of a normal
subgroup of O(Ev ⊗Ov/pinvv Ov) under ψv,nv := ψv,pinvv .
Any congruence subgroup G contains a principal congruence subgroup.
2.3. Haar measure. — Define
A(E) := {∪nk=1 ∩mnl=1 uk,lO(E , ak,l) | uk,l ∈ OAK (E), ak,l ⊂ Γ(U,OX)} ∪ {∅}.
Proposition 3.2.10. — The set A(E) is an algebra of sets (in the sense of measure theory); i.e. the
following conditions are satisfied
SR1. ∅ ∈ A(E);
SR2. A,B ∈ A(E)⇒ A ∩B ∈ A(E);
SR3. A,B ∈ A(E) ∧A ⊂ B ⇒ B = A∪· ⋃· nk=1Ak; Ak ∈ A(E);
R1. finite unions of elements of A(E) belong again to this set;
A. A(E) has a unit (set), i.e.
∃E ∈ A(E), such that ∀G ∈ A(E) : E ∩ G = G.
Proof. — The first condition is satisfied by definition.
Take locally any two translated pre-images of subgroups, say Zv(α) ⊂ O(Ev, αv) and Zv(β) ⊂
O(Ev, βv), by uv, vv ∈ O(Ev) respectively. Suppose, without loss of generality, nv := v(αv) ≤ mv :=
v(βv). We have the following diagram
(3.2.1) O(E ⊗ Ov/Mnvv ) ⊃ Zv(α)
O(Ev)
piv,nv
44hhhhhhhhhhhhhh
piv,mv **VVVV
VVVV
VVVV
VV
O(E ⊗ Ov/Mmvv ) ⊃ Zv(β)
ψmv,nv
OO
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From the next lemma we obtain
uvpi
−1
v,nv (Zv(α)) ∩ vvpi−1v,mv (Zv(β)) =
=
(
∪·
λ
uvuλpi
−1
v,mv (ψ
−1
mv ,nv(Zv(α)) ∩ Zv(β))
)
∩
∩
(
∪·
ρ
vvvρpi
−1
v,mv (ψ
−1
mv ,nv(Zv(α)) ∩ Zv(β))
)
=
= ∪·
ρ′
wρ′pi
−1
v,mv(ψ
−1
mv ,nv(Zv(α)) ∩ Zv(β)),
for appropriate wρ′ ’s; which implies SR2, after pasting the local information. SR3 follows directly
from this decomposition and R1 is obvious. With these properties satisfied, we already have a ring of
sets. This ring of sets is called and algebra if it additionally has a unit (cf. A). In this case, the unit
E is OAK (E , 0) (see Remark 3.2.6).
Lemma 3.2.11. — Let the notation be as in the proof above (recall nv ≤ mv), we have
∪· uλpi−1v,mv (ψ−1mv ,nv(Zv(α)) ∩ Zv(β)) = pi−1v,nv (Zv(α)),
and also
∪· vρpi−1v,mv (ψ−1mv ,nv(Zv(α)) ∩ Zv(β)) = pi−1v,mv (Zv(β)),
for certain finitely many local orthogonal transformations uλ and vρ ∈ O(Ev).
Proof. — From (3.2.1), we observe that pi−1v,mv (ψ
−1
mv ,nv(Zv(α)) ∩ Zv(β)) is a subgroup of pi−1v,nv (Zv(α))
and of pi−1v,nv (Zv(β)); clearly of finite index in both. The index in the latter is the order of
ψ−1mv ,nv(Zv(α)) ∩ Zv(β)\Zv(β), and lifting (when possible) these classes, we get orthogonal transfor-
mations vρ ∈ O(Ev) which give us the decomposition
pi−1v,mv (Zv(β)) = ∪· vρpi−1v,mv (ψ−1mv ,nv(Zv(α)) ∩ Zv(β)).
For the other decomposition, the “chasing” is almost the same, but for example the number of co-sets
covering pi−1v,nv(Zv(α)) is not (necessarily) the cardinality of a quotient group! Take lifts via piv,nv of
the finitely many classes ψmv ,nv(ψ
−1
mv ,nv(Zv(α)) ∩ Zv(β))\Zv(α). The problem now, is that these lifts
may not be enough to give a complete covering. The reason is that any two lifts uλ and u
′
λ of a given
class uλ do not necessarily give the same co-sets. They only do, when ψ
−1
mv,nv(piv,nv(u
−1
λ u
′
λ)) belongs
to Zv(β). Since there are only finitely many possibilities for ψ−1mv,nv(piv,nv (u−1λ u′λ)) not to be in Zv(β),
we have again a finite union. The disjointness is clear, so the proof is finished.
Remark 3.2.12. — The lemma says that any two elements of the algebra (none being empty) are
commensurable.
We have also from lemma 3.2.11
Corollary 3.2.13. — Any element of the algebra A(E) can be written as ∪· Nk=1 uk O(E , ak).
A semi-ring of sets (in particular an algebra) generates an algebra of sets (itself), and a measure
on the semi-ring can be uniquely extended to the algebra (see [KF75] for these concepts and proofs).
Moreover, since the sets in our algebra are commensurable between each other (modulo translations),
any measure invariant under translations will be also σ-additive, which allows us to extend the
measure to a larger class of measurable sets; namely to the Borel algebra B(E) generated by A(E).
The extended measure to the Borel algebra, known as the Lebesgue extension of the former, will
be also σ-additive. A Haar measure on A(E) can be given just by arbitrarily fixing the measure for a
principal congruence subgroup: µ(O(E , a)) = µ0 ∈ R>0 for some ideal a.
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Namely, since any congruence subgroup contains a principal congruence subgroup, and the last one
is of finite index in the first, and any two principal congruence subgroups are commensurable; we
can compute the measure of the congruence subgroup from the measure µ(O(E , a)) = µ0. Also
the Borel-measurable sets can be written in such a way, that knowing the measure of a congruence
subgroup, one can compute the measure of the Borel set itself.
In symbols, let ∅ 6= A = ∪λ∈NuλO(E , aλ) ∈ B(E). To compute its measure, we write first An :=
∪λ∈N
λ≤n
uλO(E , aλ), and In := ∩λ∈N
λ≤n
uλO(E , aλ). There exists a rational number ρn, such that µ(In) =
ρnµ0 (Remark 3.2.12). The (finite) index of In in An is denoted by ιn; i.e. An = ∪· ιnk=1 vkIn. Then,
from the σ-additivity of the measure, we can compute the measure of A as
µ(A) = lim
n→∞
ιnρnµ0,
which exists (maybe infinity), since the sequence ιnρn is increasing.
Remark 3.2.14. — This construction of the Haar measure is of a rather general nature. One can
also define such a measure using a top degree non-zero differential form ω ∈ det(ΩO(E)), as in [Wei82].
This form induces, by integration, an invariant measure on O(E)p for any prime p. By the product
formula, this induces a well defined global measure on OA(E) - the so called Tamagawa measure -
provided the product over all primes converges. This occurs when the group is semi-simple (so in our
case, for example, orthogonal groups of unimodular quadratic forms). For non-semi-simple, reductive
groups one can still define a Tamagawa measure, for which one has to introduce convergence factors
(see loc.cit.).
3. Genus Theory
In this section, we repeat the ideas of §2.3, applied to quadratic bundles instead of vector bundles.
3.1. For quadratic bundles. — Again, we fix a line bundle L over X, where the quadratic bundles
take their values and fix also an open, affine subset U =: Spec(R) ⊂ X. Set S := S∞ := X \ U .
Definition 3.3.1. — Two quadratic bundles (qi, Ei) := (qi, Ei,L), i = 1, 2, belong to the same
genus over U ⊂ X if and only if (q1,v, E1,v) ∼= (q2,v, E2,v), for all v ∈ Val(U) and (q1,v,(0), E1,v,(0)) ∼=
(q2,v,(0), E2,v,(0)), for all v ∈ S. The set of quadratic bundles which belong to the genus of (q, E) over
U will be denoted by genU (q, E), or simply gen(q, E).
Remark 3.3.2. — The genus of a given quadratic bundle consists of whole isomorphism classes, since
global isomorphisms give rise to local ones. Hence, gen(q, E) can be partitioned into isomorphism
classes, and we are able to talk about a class belonging to a genus.
Proposition 3.3.3. — The set of isomorphism classes of quadratic bundles in the genus of E is
parametrized by the double classes
(3.3.1) O(E)(K)\OA(E)/OA(E , 0).
Proof. — (cf. Proposition 2.3.2) Let V be a quadratic space over K. Then, any two lattices L,L′ ⊂ V
coincide almost everywhere, i.e. Lv = L
′
v for almost every place v ∈ Val(K) ([Eic73, Satz 13.1]).
Given two quadratic bundles E = (q, E ,L) and E ′ = (q′, E ′,L) on X, it is easy to see from the remark
above, that there exists an automorphism φ ∈ O(E)(ηX ) = O(E)(K) such that φ(Ev) = E ′v for almost
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all v. for almost all places Ev = E ′v. Therefore, two such bundles are in the same genus if and only
if there exists u = (uv) ∈ OA(E) such that φuvEv = E ′v for all v ∈ Val(U); that is, the co-sets
O(E)(K)\OA(E) act transitively on gen(E).
The next natural step, is to compute the stabilizer of E :
StabOA(E)(E) = {u = (uv) ∈ OA(E) | uE = E};
which is = OA(E , 0).
Theorem 3.3.4. — Every genus contains finitely many isomorphism classes of quadratic bundles on
X.
Proof. — Denote by (q, E ,L) the quadratic bundle on X. By local considerations, we can compute the
discriminant of the quadratic bundle, which is certainly, over U , an invariant of the genus. Hence, over
U , d := N (discr(q, E ,L)) is fixed. Moreover, the genus determines at infinity the quadratic spaces
E∞,(0). From Proposition 2.1.9 (and Remark 2.1.10) we have finitely many quadratic bundles over
U in the genus of (q, E ,L). Now, any of these finitely many bundles over U possesses finitely many
extensions to X, up to isometry (Theorem 2.3.4). Therefore, we have finitely many isometry classes
in the genus, so the proof is finished.
Corollary 3.3.5. —
OA(E) =
h
∪·
k=1
O(E)(K)uk OA(E , 0),
where h = |gen(E)/ cls|. More generally,
OA(E) =
h(γ)
∪·
k=1
O(E)(K)ukOA(E , γ),
for any γ ∈ Γ(X \ S∞,OX).
3.2. For quadratic bundle representations. — We finish this section with a result similar
to (3.3.1), in the context of representation of quadratic bundles by quadratic bundles. It resembles
the classical notion of representation of a number by a quadratic forms, or more accurately the
representation of a quadratic form by another. As said in the beginning of this section, again this
reasoning is similar to the ones cited above, and therefore will not be repeated again. Instead, we
state the analogous definitions and results.
[2.1] Definitions. —
Definition 3.3.6. — (1) Let Ei := (qi, Ei,L) (i = 1, 2) be two quadratic bundles on X. We say
that E2 represents E1 if there exists an injective morphism ϕ : E1 → E2 such that b2 ◦ Sym2(ϕ) = b1.
This morphism is called a representation of E1 by E2. The set of all such representations will be
denoted by R((q2, E2,L), (q1, E2,L)), or shortly R(E2, E1) (= R(q2, q1)).
(2) Any two representations ϕi : F → Ei (i = 1, 2) belong to the same class if there exists an
isomorphism ψ : E1 → E2 such that the diagram
F ϕ1 //
ϕ2 @
@@
@@
@@
@ E1
∼=ψ

E2
commutes.
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(3) Two representations ϕi : F → Ei (i = 1, 2) are in the same genus (w.r.t. U) if there exist
isomorphisms ψv,(0) : E1,v,(0) → E2,v,(0) for all v, with
Fv
ϕ1,v //
ϕ2,v ""E
EE
EE
EE
EE
E1,v,(0)
∼=ψv,(0)

E2,v,(0)
commutative and for all v ∈ Val(U) ψv,(0) |E1,v : E1,v
∼=−→ E2,v.
Remark 3.3.7. — – By definition, if two representations ϕi : F → Ei (i = 1, 2) belong to the
same class (genus), then the quadratic bundles E1, E2 belong to the same class (genus).
– In the next chapter, we are going to consider only definite bundles. For these in particular,
the conditions at infinity disappear, since over complete local fields there exists only one anisotropic
quadratic space (up to isomorphism), when the rank is 1, 3, 4. In the rank 2 case, the class is also
determined outside the points at infinity (cf. [Eic73, §II]).
[2.2] Let F ↪→ E be a representation. Over the affine, Zariski open subset U = Spec(R) it is just
an injective R-homomorphism of the corresponding projective modules, which respects the quadratic
forms. Over the generic point, we can write Fη ⊥ F⊥η = Eη. Take an R-lattice G inside the vector
space F⊥η . Choose any extension G of the quadratic bundle G˜ on U to X, such that Fv ⊥ Gv ⊂ Ev
for all v ∈ Val(X). Almost everywhere, Fv ⊥ Gv = Ev, and at some other places the quotient
module Ev/(Fv ⊥ Gv) is a non-trivial finite (torsion) module. In any case, for a given uv ∈ O(Gv),
the orthogonal transformation IdFv ⊥ uv ∈ O(Fv ⊥ Gv) can be extended in a canonical way to an
orthogonal transformation u˜v on the local vector space Ev,(0), which almost always lies in O(Ev).
For example, if rk(G) = 1, we illustrate the canonical extensions referred to above. Choose an adapted
orthogonal basis Bv of Ev, with 〈vv〉 ∩ Gv 6= ∅. Then, there exists n0 ∈ N such that pin0v v generates Gv.
Any linear (orthogonal) transformation of Gv extends by linearity to 〈v〉.
In this manner we obtain an injection
OA(G) ↪→ OA(E)
u := (uv) 7→ u˜ := (u˜v).
Using this injection, we define
OA(G, E) := StabOA(G)(E).
Let us state the analogue result to Proposition 3.3.3, which follows by repeating similar arguments
of Proposition 3.3.3, or as in [BD05], since the Hasse principle holds for the orthogonal group (ff.
§3.3.2.3).
Proposition 3.3.8. — Fix a representation F ↪→ E. There exists a bijection
(3.3.2) O(G)(K)\OA(G)/OA(G, E) 1-1←→ {j′ : F ↪→ E ′ | j′ ∈ gen(j : F ↪→ E)}/ cls .
Theorem 3.3.9. — Let F be a non-degenerate quadratic bundle. Then there exist finitely many
isomorphism classes of representations F → E, such that E has fixed rank and discriminant (say m
and a, respectively).
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This theorem combined with Proposition 3.3.8 gives, as in the case of genera of quadratic bundles
(cf. Corollary 3.3.5),
(3.3.3) OA(G) =
h(ρ)
∪·
k=1
O(G)(K)uk OA(G, E) ,
where ρ : F ↪→ E is a (special) representation of the quadratic bundle F though E .
Remark 3.3.10. — This statement is nothing else, than the finiteness of the measure µ(O(G)(K)\OA(G)).
It is the computation of this Haar-measure in two different ways, what gives the Minkowski-Siegel
formula. A further computation gives also the constants appearing in the formula. All this is the
topic of the next chapter.
[2.3] Hasse principle for orthogonal groups. — The results of §3.3.2.2 are indeed a consequence of
the Hasse principle for orthogonal groups over function fields (see, for example, [BD05, §7]). We
briefly recall here the Hasse principle in our case.
The formulation of the Hasse principle for algebraic groups is a direct generalization of the local to
global principle for quadratic forms over global fields. For an algebraic group G over a global field K,
we say that G satisfies the Hasse principle if the map between Galois cohomology sets
H1(K,G)→
∏
v∈Val(K)
H1(Kv, G)
(given by restriction and extension of scalars; cf. [Kne67] or [Ser97, III.§4]) is injective.
With the notation as above, let 1 < m = rk(E).
Proposition 3.3.11. — The generic fiber of the orthogonal group of E, G := O := O(E)η, satisfies
the Hasse principle.
Proof. — Claim: If SO := SO(E)η satisfies the Hasse principle, then so does O.
From the exact sequence
1 −→ SO −→ O −→ µ2 −→ 1,
we get
H1(K,SO)

// H1(K,O)

// H1(K,µ 2) = K
×/K×
2
∏
v∈Val(K)H
1(Kv ,SO)
 //
∏
v∈Val(K)H
1(Kv ,O) //
∏
v∈Val(K)K
×
v /K
×2
v .
Take a cycle ξ ∈ H1(K,O) in the kernel of the middle vertical map. Since an element in K× which
is locally everywhere a square is indeed a square (injectivity of the right vertical map), we have that
ξ comes from a cocycle, say ξ0, of H1(K,SO). Now the bottom-left map is injective, since the maps
H0(Kv ,O) → H0(Kv , µ2) are surjective; so ξ0 is in the kernel of the left vertical map. From the
assumption of the Hasse principle for SO, ξ0 is trivial, hence ξ is trivial.
Claim: The special orthogonal group SO over K satisfies the Hasse principle.
Using the exact sequence
1 −→ µ2 −→ Spin −→ SO −→ 1,
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and the fact that H2(Kv, µ2) is the kernel of multiplication by 2, Br(Kv)2, in the Brauer group of Kv,
we obtain
H1(K,SO)
ϕ→
∏
v∈Val(K)
H1(Kv ,SO) ↪→
∏
v∈Val(K)
Br(Kv)2.
But H1(K,SO) ↪→ Br(K)2 (since Spin is simply-connected), so any cycle on the kernel of ϕ, cor-
responds to an element of the Brauer group over K with trivial local invariants everywhere, so by
Brauer-Hasse-Noether, it is itself trivial. This completes the proof.
CHAPTER 4
MINKOWSKI-SIEGEL FORMULA
We prove the geometrical version of the Minkowski-Siegel formula, which consists of an explicit
computation of certain fundamental volumes (Theorem 4.4.1). At the end, as an application, we
prove a theorem on definite regular (in the sense of Dickson, see §4.5) quadratic forms over global
rings (Theorem 4.5.2). We explain some other consequences of this formula, as well as relations with
other topics and possible future work.
Notation. — Let X/Spec(Fq) be a smooth, projective, geometrically irreducible curve; E a definite
(with respect to a fixed set S∞ of places at infinity) vector bundle of rank m ≤ 4 with a quadratic
form on it b : Sym2(E)→ L (recall we assume 2 ∈ O×X), where L is any line bundle on X; and also F
will denote a positive definite vector bundle of rank n, with values in L.
We set U := X \ S∞ and A := Af.
1. Fundamental domains
We need to show the existence of fundamental domains for the action of O(E)(K) on OA(E).[VIII]
For any Borel-measurable A ⊂ OA(E), we would like to write O(E)(K) · A as a disjoint union of
translates of a fundamental domain for A, namely O(E)(K) ·A = ∪· nk=1 vkFA, for certain FA ⊂
OA(E).
Proposition 4.1.1. — Let E be a quadratic bundle, B(E) its Borel algebra (cf. §3.2.3). Then for any
A ∈ B(E), there exists a fundamental domain FA ⊂ OA(E). If F′A is another fundamental domain for
A, then µ(FA) = µ(F
′
A
).
The following result will be used in the proof of the above proposition. Recall p is always ≥ 3.
Lemma 4.1.2. — For any non-trivial ideal a ⊂ R = Γ(U,OX ), the intersection O(E)(K) ∩OA(E , a)
is trivial.
Proof. — Let u ∈ O(E)(K) ∩OA(E , a) ⊂ O(E)(U). Since E is definite, u has finite order e.
Assume p | e, say without loss of generality, p = e. From remark 3.1.6, we know that SO(E)(U) has
no non-trivial unipotents. If u ∈ O(E)(U) is unipotent of order e ≥ 2, denote by δ its determinant
over U . Then δp = 1, which implies δ = 1 and therefore u ∈ SO(E)(U), so the identity.
Suppose p 6 | e and u 6= Id. Write v := u− Id ∈ End(E).
ue = (v + Id)e = Id+ev + . . .+ eve−1 + v.
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Take a prime p | a (here comes the assumption on the non-triviality of a). Then for a certain np ∈ N,
u ≡ Id (mod pnp ) (take the greatest such np, which exists, since v 6= 0). Hence ue = Id ≡ Id+ev
(mod p2np ), which contradicts the maximality of np.
Proof of Proposition 4.1.1. — Let A = ∪· nk=1 uk OA(E , a), so O(E)(K) ·A = ∪· dl=1O(E)(K)vlOA(E , a).
Set F := ∪· dl=1 vlOA(E , a); then O(E)(K) ·A = ∪kwkF. Is this union disjoint?
Assume, wlvkρ = wl′vk′ρ
′. From one disjoint union above, we have k = k′, that is wlvρ = wl′vρ
′,
for v := vk. But then,
vρρ′
−1
v−1 = w−1l wl′ ∈ O(E)(K) ∩ vOA(E , a)v−1 =
= O(E)(K) ∩OA(vE , a) = {Id};
where the last equality is given by the previous lemma. Hence wl = wl′ and ρ = ρ
′, which proves the
first assertion.
Let F = ∪· nk=1 ukB and F′ = ∪· mk=1 u′kB′ be two fundamental domains forA. Without loss of generality,
we may assume B = B′ (by taking the intersection, cf. Lemma 3.2.7). To show: n = m.
By definition O(E)(K) · F = O(E)(K) · F′ = ∪· mk=1O(E)(K)u′kB. So each O(E)(K)uk0B must be
included in only one O(E)(K)u′σ(k0)B, and vice versa: O(E)(K)uk0B = O(E)(K)uσ(k0)B; where σ is
a permutation in the set of n elements. In particular, n = m, which implies µ(F) = µ(F′).
It follows from the proposition that the volume of any fundamental domain of a fixed A ∈ B(E) is
the same. Therefore we define
µ(O(E)(K)\O(E)(K) ·A) := µ(FA),
for some (and hence for any) fundamental domain FA of A.
Recall definitions and notation from §3.3.2. Equation (3.3.3) gives
(4.1.1) µ(O(G)(K)\OA(G)) =
h(j)∑
k=1
µ(O(G)(K)\O(G)(K)uk OA(G, E)).
Remark 4.1.3. — A fundamental domain F ⊂ ukOA(G, E) for ukOA(G, E) under the action of
O(G)(K) is also a fundamental domain for ukOA(G, E) under the action of O(G)(K)∩ukOA(G, E)u−1k
(by which we actually refer to the action of O(G)(K) on O(G)(K)uk OA(G, E); cf. (4.1.2)), and
conversely.
The converse is trivial. For the other way, we must show that for any representation
(4.1.2) uk OA(G, E) =
n
∪·
l=1
hlF,
the hl’s belong to uk OA(G, E)u−1k . Since there exists a v ∈ OA(G, E) such that hlukv ∈ ukOA(G, E),
hluk belongs also to this coset, and so hl ∈ uk OA(G, E)u−1k .
This fact does not use any property of orthogonal groups or whatsoever; it is a simple abstract
statement (cf. [Kne92, §30]).
Pick a fundamental domain Fk of O(G)(K)\O(G)(K)uk OA(G, E) for each k = 1, . . . , h(j). Then
uk OA(G, E) = ∪·
ul∈O(G,ukE)(U)
ulFk,
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since remark 4.1.3 asserts that the same Fk is a fundamental domain for the action of
O(G)(K) ∩ uk OA(G, E)u−1k = O(G)(K) ∩OA(G,ukE) =
= O(G,ukE)(U).
The summands of (4.1.1) can be written as
µ(O(G)(K)\O(G)(K)uk OA(G, E)) = µ(Fk) = µ(ukOA(G, E))·
· |O(G,ukE)(U)|−1 = µ(OA(G, E)) [O(ukE)(U) : O(G,ukE)(U)]|O(ukE)(U)| ;
and hence the total volume
µ(O(G)(K)\OA(G)) =
h(j)∑
k=1
µ(OA(G, E)) [O(ukE)(U) : O(G,ukE)(U)]|O(ukE)(U)| =
= µ(OA(G, E))
h(j)∑
k=1
[O(ukE)(U) : O(G,ukE)(U)]
|O(ukE)(U)| = µ(OA(G, E))·
·
∑
cls(E ′)∈gen(E)
∑
j′:F ↪→E ′
cls(j′)∈gen(j)
[O(E ′)(U) : O(G, E ′)(U)]
|O(E ′)(U)| .
Setting
rj(E ′,F) :=
∑
j′:F ↪→E ′
cls(j′)∈gen(j)
[
O(E ′)(U) : O(G, E ′)(U), ]
we have
µ(O(G)(K)\OA(G)) = µ(OA(G, E))
∑
cls(E ′)∈gen(E)
rj(E ′,F)
|O(E ′)(U)| = µ(OA(G, E))
h(E)∑
l=1
rj(El,F)
|O(El)(U)| .
Note, over what the initial and the latter sum indices run. Precisely this difference is what this
computation is for!
Writing together, we obtain
(4.1.3) µ(O(G)(K)\OA(G)) = µ(OA(G, E))
h(E)∑
l=1
rj(El,F)
|O(El)(U)| .
Lemma 4.1.4. — Let µv and µ be Haar-measures on O(Ev,(0)), on OA(E) respectively, such that∏
v 6∈S∞
µv(Av) is convergent for some A ∈ B(E). Then, there exists a constant c ∈ R>0, such that for
any congruence subset C =
∏
v 6∈S∞
Cv ⊂ OA(E),
µ(C) = c
∏
v 6∈S∞
µv(Cv).
Proof. — From Corollary 3.2.13 and remark afterwards, it suffices to show the statement for the
algebra of sets A(E) instead of B(E) (a simple limit process passes from the algebra of sets to its
Borel completion). So, we suppose that the congruence subset A, as well as C are in A(E); i.e. they
are finite disjoint union of translates of congruence groups (cf. Corollary op.cit.).
Since any two congruence groups differ at most, at finitely many places, we show the statement by
induction on the number of coordinates where they differ. Namely, we can suppose that the formula
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is true for some congruence subset B (for instance A), and then have to show that it is true also for
any congruence subset C, which differs from B in at most 1 place.
Without loss of generality (see Definition 3.2.9), we can take B :=
∏
v 6∈S∞
O(Ev), and C :=∏
v 6=v0
O(Ev) × Cv0 , for some measurable Cv0 ⊂ O(Ev0,(0)). By assumption we can find c ∈ R>0 such
that µ(B) = c
∏
v 6∈S∞
µv(Bv) (Bv = O(Ev)). Define µ˜v0 : B(Ev0)→ R≥0, by Cv0 7→ µ(
∏
v 6=v0
Bv×Cv0).
It is easy to verify, that µ˜v0 is a Haar-measure, so µv0 = αµ˜v0 for some α ∈ R>0. From
µ˜v0(Bv0) = α
−1µv0(Bv0) = µ(B) =
∏
v 6∈S∞
µv(Bv) follows
µ(C) = µ˜v0(Cv0) = α
−1µv0(Cv0) = c
∏
v 6=v0
µv(Bv).µv0(Cv0),
whence, µ(C) = µ(
∏
v 6∈S∞
Cv) = c
∏
v 6∈S∞
µv(Cv) for any C differing in at most one place from B;
the claim follows.
Using this lemma, and by assuming for the moment the convergence of the infinite product∏
v 6∈S∞
µv(O(Ev)) (cf. section 4.2.1), we specialize the formula (4.1.3). Take F = {0} the zero bundle
on X (with trivial quadratic form on it), then G equals E and therefore rj(E ′, 0) = r0(E ′, 0) = 1, for
any E ′ in the genus of E (definite), which gives
(4.1.4) µ(O(E)(K)\OA(E)) = c
∏
v
µv(O(Ev))
h(E)∑
l=1
|O(El)(U)|−1.
Taking the quotient of (4.1.3) by (4.1.4) (and using again Lemma 4.1.4, modulo the assumption on
the convergence of the product) we get
µ(O(G)(K)\OA(G))
µ(O(E)\OA(E)) =
c′
∏
v µv(O(Gv, Ev))
∑h(E)
l=1
rj(El,F)
|O(El)(U)|
c
∏
v µv(O(Ev))
∑h(E)
l=1 |O(El)(U)|−1
,
where c, c′ are the constants from Lemma 4.1.4 for the family of measures µv on B(E) and B(G)
respectively. (Note that we do not distinguish in the notation between the local Haar measures on
different groups.)
Following Siegel, we define the v-adic densities with respect to j (recall Gv depends on j(F)v)
dv,j(E ,F) := µv(O(Ev))
µv(O(Gv , Ev)) ,
and replace it above, to obtain
1∑h(E)
l=1 |O(El)(U)|−1
h(E)∑
l=1
rj(El,F)
|O(El)(U)| =
cµ(O(G)(K)\OA(G))
c′µ(O(E)(K)\OA(E))
∏
v 6∈S∞
dv,j(E ,F).
Writing j = j1, j2, . . . , jg for a set of representatives of the genera of primitive representations of
F by E , define R(El,F) :=
∑g
l=1 rjl(El,F) and the v-adic density of representations of F by E
as dv(E ,F) :=
∑g
l=1 dv,jl(E ,F). Summing up the last equation for the different representatives of the
genus, and using the elementary properties of the Haar-measure, we have the following
Theorem 4.1.5. — In the definite case, for n ≤ m ≤ 4, we have
(4.1.5)
1∑h(E)
l=1 |O(El)(U)|−1
h(E)∑
l=1
R(El,F)
|O(El)(U)| = c
µF(O(G))
µF(O(E))
∏
v 6∈|S∞|
dv(E ,F).
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(Later we show more; in particular c = 1.) Siegel writes his celebrated ”Main Theorem“ (see
[Sie35] for details) as
δ(E ,F) = lim
q→∞
δq(E ,F),
where the left hand side is the global representation density, defined as
δ(E ,F) :=
∑h(E)
l=1
R(El,F)
|O(El)(U)|
/
∑h(E)
l=1 |O(El)(U)|−1
µF(m− n)/µF(n) ;
whereas on the right hand side we have the limit of the representation densities modulo q:
δq(E ,F) := r(E ,F mod q)
[R : qR]mn−
n(n+1)
2
.
The limit q→∞ means that eventually, any (rational) effective divisor with support on U = Spec(R)
will divide q; this means, the limit should be taken over a (any) sequence of effective divisors qn
with n ∈ N, such that for any effective rational divisor D, there exists N = N(D) ∈ N for which
D | qn, ∀n ≥ N . This limit coincides precisely with the product of the v-adic representation densities∏
v dv(E ,F), since for a point p := pv ∈ U ⊂ X with corresponding valuation v ∈ |U | (cf. [Sie35])
dv(E ,F) = lim
n→∞
δpn(E ,F),
and for any two different effective divisors on U , q, q′, with disjoint support,
δqq′(E ,F) = δq(E ,F)δq′(E ,F).
2. Proof of the formula (first part)
In this section, we will prove the formula (4.1.5); for which we understand:
(1) regularize the local Haar-measures, such that the product∏
v 6∈S∞
µv(O(Ev))
converges;
(2) prove that the Haar-measures of the fundamental domains, µF(O(G)) only depend on the di-
mension of the positive definite quadratic bundle;
(3) from the regularization of the local Haar-measures and an asymptotic computation of the rep-
resentation numbers R(El,F), we should obtain the only unknown left: c.
2.1. Regularization of local Haar-measures. — For a valuation v 6∈ S∞, we have O(Gv, pivRv) ⊂
O(Gv), which leads to
µv(O(Gv)) = [O(Gv) : O(Gv , pivRv)]µv(O(Gv, pivRv)).
If the quadratic bundle is regular at v, then by Kneser’s Hensel Theorem §1.2.2.1.5
[O(Gv) : O(Gv, pivRv)] = |O(Gv)|.
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Whence µv(O(Gv)) = |O(Gv)|µv(O(Gv, pivRv)). Recall r = rk(G) = m − n. If we denote by qv
(= N (piv)) the cardinality of the residue field of v, we have
|O(Gv)| = 2q
r(r−1)
2
v
∏
o<2k<r
(1− q−2kv )

1, Gv of odd rank;
1− q−b
r
2
c
v , Gv hyperbolic of even rank;
1 + q
−b r
2
c
v , Gv non-hyperbolic of even rank.
µv(O(Gv)) = 2q−
r(r−1)
2
v · µv(O(Gv, pivRv))·
·
1, r odd;∏
0<2k<r(1− q−2kv )(1 −
(
discr(G)
p
)
q
−b r
2
c
v ) r even.
(4.2.1)
Hence, for the regular primes (cf. §3.1.1) we regularize the local measures as
(4.2.2) µv(O(Gv, pivRv)) := (2q−
r(r−1)
2
v )
−1,
and we obtain
(4.2.3)
∏
v∈|Xreg|
µv(O(Gv)) =

∏
0<2k<r ζR,Sreg(2k)
−1, r odd;∏
v∈Sreg
(1+q
−b r2 c
v )
LR(b
r
2
c,χdiscr(G))
∏
0<2k<r ζK,Sreg (2k)
, r even,
where LR(s, χ) :=: Lχ(s) :=
∏
v 6∈S∞
(1− χ(pv)N (pv)−1)−1.
This gives item (1). For the irregular (=not regular) primes v ∈ Sreg, it does not matter what we
choose as normalized Haar-measures, what the convergence concerns; but for the whole formula, it
does. We will give a procedure for normalizing the local Haar-measures, which does not depend on
the regularity or irregularity of the place; which is the general way for constructing a Haar-measure
on a reductive (non-semi-simple) group.
Since we started with a definite quadratic bundle E , the bundle G will be also definite, and in particular
Gv,(0) will be regular. Moreover, almost everywhere, when one localizes with respect to the maximal
ideal of the complete local ring Ov, the orthogonal group has good reduction, but at some non-regular
places (see §3.1.1) the dimension of the orthogonal group over the residue field jumps up; hence the
regularization of the Haar measures over these primes is slightly different from the ones done above.
We proceed a follows - a canonical way to fix a Haar measure over reductive, non-semi-simple algebraic
groups on the adeles -.
For any place v there exists a natural number f := f(v) ∈ N, such that
1 −→ O(Gv, pifvRv) −→ O(Gv) −→ O(Gv mod pifv ) −→ 1
is a short exact sequence, and also pifv q(G#v ) ⊂ Rv. Call
c(v) := µv(O(Gv , pifvRv))
[
Gv : pifvG#v
] r−1
2
,
where r is the rank of G. Then,
µv(O(Gv)) =
[
O(Gv) : O(Gv, pifvRv)
]
µv(O(Gv , pifv )) =(4.2.4)
=
[
O(Gv) : O(Gv, pifvRv)
][
Gv : pifvG#v
]− r−1
2
c(v).(4.2.5)
In the case G is regular over v, we can choose f = 1, as was done at the beginning of this section.
This justifies, our notation for f = f(v), which can be chosen big enough, so as to satisfy all necessary
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conditions for any place of K. For v regular, c(v) = 2−1 (cf. (4.2.2)). Therefore, in accordance with
the regular case, we normalize the local Haar-measures at irregular points by
µv(O(Gv , pifvRv)) := 2−1
[
Gv : pifvG#v
] r−1
2
.
We still have to justify the arbitrariness of f (for every v), by
Theorem 4.2.1. — The quantity c(v) defined above is constant for f  0 (in particular it is inde-
pendent of Gv).
This theorem settles the regularization of the local Haar-measures and the Minkowski-Siegel formula
(4.1.5). It remains now to show that the fundamental volumes depend only on the rank of the bundles,
and to give an explicit formula to compute them. The strategy to compute them is rather ingenious
(for the left hand side, loc. cit.). We must compute both sides of (4.1.5). In the next section we prove
Theorem 4.2.1 and compute the v-adic representation densities dv(E ,F). For the left hand side, we will
compute the representation numbers for several F ’s, which will save us from computing the order of
the orthogonal groups involved, since in the average, the representation numbers will be independent
of the class in the genus and therefore the sums on the reciprocals of the order of orthogonal groups
will cancel each other! This is the task of §4.4.
3. Quadratic lattices over discrete valuation rings
For further details on this section, see [Bou03].
Using Theorem 1.2.10, a computation shows
Lemma 4.3.1. — Let Mv be a lattice in a quadratic space over the local field Kv, and f ∈ N such
that pifvM
#
v ⊂Mv. Then [
M#v :Mv
]
=N(discr(Mv)), and[
Mv : pi
f
vM
#
v
]
= qf rk(Mv)v
[
M#v :Mv
]−1
.
Proof. — Let {e1, . . . , er} be an orthogonal basis for the quadratic lattice Mv (recall char(Kv) 6= 2).
Then
M#v = {
r∑
k=1
αkek | αk ∈ Kv, b(
r∑
k=1
αkek, ej) ∈ Rv∀j = 1, . . . , r}.
Denote bj := q(ej , ej), for j = 1, . . . , r. Then it is clear, that {e#j := b−1j ej}rj=1 forms a basis of M#v .
Hence, [
M#v :Mv
]
=
r∏
j=1
[Rv : bjRv] =
r∏
j=1
N (bj) =N (discr(Mv)).
The second equation follows directly from the multiplicativity of the norm.
Lemma 4.3.2. — Let G′v ⊂ Gv be a submodule, such that for some f ∈ N pifvG#v ⊂ Gv, pifvG′#v ⊂ G′v
and [Gv : G′v] =N (piv). Then [
O(Gv,G′v/pifvG′#v ) :
]
= qrk(Gv)−1v .
For O(Gv,Gv/pifvG#v ), we understand the subgroup of O(Gv) formed by those (local) orthogonal trans-
formations which are the identity when projected to Gv/pifvG#v (similarly for the other group, which
makes sense after the assumptions above).
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Proof. — The lengthy, but straightforward proof is the same as the classical case, for which we refer
to [Kne92, §32.5].
Proposition 4.3.3. — With the assumptions of Lemma 4.3.2,
µv(O(Gv,Gv/pifvG#v ))
µv(O(Gv,Gv/pif+1v G#v ))
= q
r(r−1)
2
v .
Proof. — From Lemma 1.2.11
µv(O(Gv ,Gv/pifvG#v ))
µv(O(Gv ,Gv/pif+1v G#v ))
=
[
O(Gv,Gv/pifvG#v ) : O(Gv,Gv/pif+1v G#v )
]
= q
r(r−1)
2
v .
Proof of Theorem 4.2.1. — For f large enough, all hypothesis of the proposition (and two lemata)
above are satisfied, and therefore c(v) becomes N (piv)
r(r−1)
2 N (piv)
−r, which is independent of f . For
the independence of Gv, it suffices to see that for any sub-lattice G′v of index N(piv), the quantity is
preserved, which follows directly from Lemma 4.3.2.
We claim that the orthogonal groups O(Gv , Ev/pifv E#) and O(Gv,Gv/pifvG#v ) are the same. One
inclusion (⊂) is trivial from the sequence
pifvE#v ∩ Gv,(0) ⊂ pifvGv ⊂ Gv ⊂ Ev;
where in fact, the first inclusion is an equality. The other inclusion, follows without difficulty, since
Gv ⊕ Fv,(0) ⊃ Ev; hence every orthogonal transformation uv ∈ O(Gv) which is the identity modulo
Gv/pifvGv is also the identity modulo the larger quotient Ev/pifv Ev (cf. §3.3).
This enables us to replace µv(O(Gv, Ev/pifvE#v )) by µv(O(Gv,Gv/pifvG#v )), which we know how to
compute.
We are now ready to evaluate the limits of the local representation densities.
Proposition 4.3.4. —
dv,jl(E ,F) =  q
− fn(m+r−1)
2
v N(discr(Ev))
n
2 N (discr(Fv))
r−1
2 ·
· rjl(Ev ,Fv mod pifvE#v ).
Proof. —
dv,j(E ,F) = µv(O(Ev))
µv(O(Gv , Ev)) =
[
O(Ev) : O(Gv, Ev/pifv E#v )
]
[
O(Gv , Ev) : O(Gv, Ev/pifv E#v )
] ·
· µv(O(Ev , Ev/pi
f
v E#v ))
µv(O(Gv , Ev/pifv E#v ))
.
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The last factor is (see remark before the theorem and previous results)
µv(O(Ev, Ev/pifvE#v ))
µv(O(Gv, Ev/pifv E#v ))
=
µv(O(Ev, Ev/pifv E#v ))
µv(O(Gv ,Gv/pifvG#v ))
=
=
[
Gv : pifvG#v
] r−1
2
cv(m)[
Ev : pifv E#v
]m−1
2
cv(r)
=
cv(m)
cv(r)
[
Ev : pifv Ev
]−n
2
[
Fv : pifvF#v
]− r−1
2
=
=
cv(m)
cv(r)
q
−n
2
(fm)
v N (discr(Ev))
n
2 N (piv)
− r−1
2
(fn)N(discr(Fv))
r−1
2 =
=
cv(m)
cv(r)
N(piv)
− fn
2
(m+r−1)N (discr(Ev))
n
2 N (discr(Fv))
r−1
2 .
The second factor can be computed easily from one of the fundamental isomorphisms of group theory
(H/H ∩N ∼= HN/N) as follows[
O(Ev) : O(Ev , Ev/pifv E#v )
]
[
O(Gv) : O(Gv , Ev/pifv E#v )
] =
[
O(Ev) : O(Ev, Ev/pifv E#v )
]
[
O(Gv, Ev)O(Gv, Ev/pifv E#v ) : O(Gv , Ev/pifv E#v )
]
=
[
O(Ev) : O(Gv, Ev)O(Gv , Ev/pifv E#v )
]
= rj(Ev,Fv mod pifvE#v ).
The v-adic representation densities can therefore be written as
dv(E ,F) = lim
e→∞
δpev(E ,F) =
g∑
l=1
dv,jl(E ,F) =(4.3.1)
=  q
− fn(m+r−1)
2
v N (discr(Ev))
n
2 N (discr(Fv))
r−1
2 rv(Ev,Fv mod pifv E#v ),(4.3.2)
where  =
{
1/2 when r = 0 and m > 0;
1 else.
4. Proof of the formula (cont’d.): Volume Computation
The goal of this § is to prove that µ(O(G)(K)\OA(G)) depends only on r, the rank of G, for
any definite quadratic bundle G. Siegel’s idea (taken from Dirichlet and Minkowski, as he says)
is to sum left and right hand side of (4.1.5), over various one dimensional quadratic bundles F (1)
(n = 1). By convention, we set µF(0) := µ(O(G)(K)\OA(G)) := 1 for r = 0; which after a
simple computation gives µF(1) := µ(O(E)(K)\OA(E)) := 1/2, for rk(E) = 1. We refer to the Ap-
pendix 4.5.3 and the main reference therein, for basic analytical definitions to be used here throughout.
Let us state first the result to be proved
Theorem 4.4.1. — Let X/Spec(Fq) be a smooth, projective, geometrically irreducible curve, S∞ a
finite set of places (U := X \S∞, and R := Γ(U,OX) with class number hR). For a the representation
(1)Please note the difference between F and F.
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numbers of a definite (with respect to S∞) quadratic bundle F of rank n through the genus of a definite
quadratic form E of rank m, 4 ≥ m ≥ n, holds the following Minkowski-Siegel formula
(4.4.1)
1∑h(E)
l=1 |O(El)(U)|−1
h(E)∑
l=1
R(El,F)
|O(El)(U)| =
µF(m− n)
µF(m)
∏
v 6∈|S∞|
dv(E ,F).
Here, µF(0) = 1, and the other measures for fundamental volumes are given by:
µF(1) =
1
2
,
µF(2) =
hRq
(g−1)
(q − 1) · ζR(2)
−1,
µF(3) =
h2Rq
3(g−1)
3(q − 1)2 · ζR(2)
−1ζR(3)
−1,
µF(4) =
h3Rq
6(g−1)
36(q − 1)3 · ζR(2)
−1ζR(3)
−1ζR(4)
−1.
To compute the volumes of the fundamental domains in the formula, as we mentioned above, we
sum the whole formula over F , where F runs over one dimensional quadratic bundles with underlying
module belonging to a fixed class a0 modulo an appropriately chosen modulus c. This is the classical
strategy, by which one obtains a recursive formula, starting from µF(0) = 1.
4.1. The left hand side. — For two one dimensional quadratic bundles a and a0 and c an R-ideal,
we write a ≡ a0 (mod c) if one can find associated matrices M and M0 to the quadratic forms a and
a0 respectively, such that M −M0 has entries in the ideal c.
Remark 4.4.2. — If the class number of R is one, there is only one class of ideals, and therefore the
quadratic forms over R are simply given by elements of R (by abuse of notation denoted by the same
symbol), and so a ≡ a0 (mod c) means the element a− a0 belongs to c.
We start the computation. Concretely, on the left hand side (LHS), we take
(4.4.2)∑
a≡a0 (mod c)
N(a)<B
1∑h(E)
l=1 |O(El)(U)|−1
h(E)∑
l=1
R(El, a)
|O(El)(U)| =
1∑h(E)
l=1 |O(El)(U)|−1
h(E)∑
l=1
1
|O(El)(U)|
∑
a≡a0 (mod c)
N(a)<B
R(El, a);
and the modulus will be so chosen, that the last sum will not depend on l. Throughout, we will
be putting (compatible) conditions to the modulus c. We start with a c, such that for any two one
dimensional sublattices
(4.4.3) b ≡ b0 (mod cE#) implies a ≡ a0 (mod c),
where a(0) is the quadratic space induced on b (b0) by E . This can be achieved by simply choosing
a c such that cE# is contained in E (so in particular the support of c contains the support of the
discriminant of E). This c can also be chosen to be principal (just take a power of it). Moreover,
choose a quadratic subspace a0 of E , such that its associated matrix (so any) is not zero modulo c.
This can be also achieved, since the lattice can be supposed to be of norm R. Namely, if the rank
of E is greater than 1 this is clear. For a rank 1 quadratic form, we have two possibilities. Either
it is defined over a module of trivial discriminant, in which case by simply scaling the form one
gets a unimodular one. If not, suppose the form is defined over a module of rank one generated by
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〈e1, e′1〉, such that α1e1 = α′1e′1. But even in this case, we can restrict the quadratic form to the finite
index sub-lattice 〈e′1〉, for which, as we explain in §4.4.1.1, the fundamental volume does not change.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we can use this lattice for the volume computations in Theorem
4.4.1, which again can be scaled as before, to obtain a norm R quadratic form.
Now, we will need to compute
∑
a≡a0 (mod c)
N(a)<B
R(E , a) =
∑
b′↪→E
a′≡a0 (mod c)
N(n(a′))<B
1 =
=
∑
v0⊂E/cE#
∑
b⊂E
a≡a0 (mod c)
b≡v0 (mod cE#)
N(n(a))<B
1 =
=
∑
v0⊂E/cE#
n(v0)≡a0 (mod c)
∑
b⊂cE#
N(n(b))<B
1 =
=
( ∑
b⊂cE#
N(n(b))<B
1
)( ∑
v0⊂E/cE#
(v0)≡a0 (mod c)
1
)
,
where a(′) is the quadratic form induced from E on b(′). In the third equality, we used the property
(4.4.3), c was chosen to have. So, we concentrate on the first factor above, since the last sum will in
the end cancel with a factor on the right hand side (RHS).
In order to compute
(4.4.4)
∑
b⊂cE#
N(n(b))<B
1,
we show first, that we can suppose E to be a diagonalized quadratic bundle.
[1.1] We now justify, why it suffices to do the computations for diagonalized quadratic bundles (in
this section we mean always over U) (q, E ,L).
The first reduction, is to suppose det(E) ∼= R. Then we can assume E to be trivial over U = Spec(R).
Now we need to diagonalize the quadratic form on it. It is clearly not possible in general (for rk(E) > 1).
It is easy to show that one can diagonalize the form on a finite index sub-bundle E ′ of E .
Claim:
(4.4.5) µF(O(E)) = µF(O(E ′)).
Then the general formula for E follows from the formula for E ′.
We prove this by induction on the rank of the torsion module E/E ′. We can also suppose, rk(E) ≥ 2.
If the rank of the torsion module is zero, the bundle is diagonalizable. If the rank is greater than 0,
then we make a filtration
E ′ ⊂ Ed ⊂ . . . ⊂ E0 = E ;
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where the successive quotients at each step have rank 1. Therefore, it is enough to show the statement
for E ′ and E , differing at only one prime, say v. Now the two fundamental volumes F and F′ differ
only at v. Denote by µv(O(Gv, pif
(′)
v )) the measure of F (F′) at v. From (4.2.4) we obtain that these
two volumes are the same, if we show that min{f, f ′} is large enough. From ??[Zusatz 15.4] (cf.
Lemma 4.3.2) (and provided f is large) the index
[
O(Gv) : O(Gv , pifvRv)
]
depends only on the rank,[
Gv : pifvG#v
]
also, and from Theorem 4.2.1 the remaining factor does not depend on Gv either. So, it
remains to get min{f, f ′} large, which can be certainly achieved by rewriting the fundamental domains
with respect to principal congruence subgroups which at v have large f . This proves the claim.
Remark 4.4.3. — The claim above is, in the end, a direct consequence of Theorem 4.2.1.
Lemma 4.4.4. — For an embedding ι : b ↪→ F ∼= R ⊥ a, with F a quadratic bundle. We set
a1 := q(e1), where e1 generates the first summand of F . Then
N (n(ι(b))) =
{
N (b)2N(f1)
2N(a1), N (f1)
2N (a1) ≥N(f2)2N(det(a));
N (b)2N(f2)
2N(det(a)), N (f1)
2N (a1) <N(f2)
2N(det(a)).
Proof. — It follows by a simple computation, since
n(ι(b)) = gcd({b21f21a1 + b22f22 q(v) | b1, b2 ∈ b and v ∈ a}) =
= b2 gcd({〈f21 a1 + f22q(v)〉}) = b2
(
f21a1 + f2 det(a)
)
.
Taking norms yields the result.
Remark 4.4.5. — We will also use later the corresponding version of this lemma for higher ranks
(i.e. embeddings into lattices up to 4). This statement is similar, but with the obvious additional
cases (see below).
We will make abuse of notation, and write N(ark(E)) instead of N (det(a)) (see below).
By α ≈N β we mean limN→∞ α/β = 1, where we may omit N .
[1.2] Rank 4-case. — Using Lemma 4.4.4 for the case rk(E) = 4, we obtain∑
b⊂cE#
N(n(b))<B
1 =
∑
b⊂R
∑
f1∈〈
c
a1
〉
N(f1)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a1)
1/2
∑
f2∈〈
c
a2
〉
N(f2)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a2)
1/2 ∑
f3∈〈
c
a3
〉
N(f3)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a3)
1/2
(
?
)
;
where ? consists of 4 summands, which correspond to the four cases in the computation of the norm
of n(ι(b)). One can easily see, by the inclusion-exclusion principle, that ? can be written as a single
sum, times a factor, 6 (correspondingly, it is 2 or 1 for the cases rk(E) = 3, 2, respectively).
In the rank 4-case, the six sums correspond to the 6 4 × 4 ordering boxes. Namely, if we write i > j
(i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4) for the inequality
N (fi)
2N (ai) >N (fj)
2N (aj),
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where N (a4) := N(det(n(a))) (respectively for ≥); then the a ordering box is, for example, a box
of the form
3 > 2 > 1 ≥ 4
3 > 2 ≥ 4 > 1
3 ≥ 4 > 2 > 1
4 > 3 > 2 > 1,
which is said to correspond to the ordering (of length 3) 3 > 2 > 1. In a similar way, for the case
rk(E) = 3, an ordering box, is a 3× 3 box, which corresponds to a previously fixed ordering of length
2. It is easy to see, that each box contributes with a single sum (because of telescopic cancellation of
the sums), and that the number of ordering boxes for the different ranks, are 6, 2, 1, as remarked above.
We start with the case (rk(E) =:)m = 4 (which contains all sums to be computed in the other cases
also).
(4.4.6)
∑
b⊂cE#
N(n(b))<B
1 =
∑
b⊂R
∑
f1∈〈
c
a1
〉
N(f1)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a1)
1/2
∑
f2∈〈
c
a2
〉
N(f2)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a2)
1/2 ∑
f3∈〈
c
a3
〉
N(f3)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a3)
1/2
(
6
∑
f4∈〈
c
a4
〉
N(f4)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a4)
1/2
1
)
.
Therefore, we need to compute (also for the cases of smaller rank m = 2, 3) the sum∑
f∈r
N(f)<B˜
1.
Lemma 4.4.6. — Let ψ ∈ Dir(JR) be a multiplicative function and r = pe an R-ideal, with p prime
and e a natural number. Then∑
a∈JR
r|a
N(a)≤B˜
ψ(a) =
∞∑
n=0
ψ(pe+n) · ϕ1(p)
N (p)
·
∑
b∈JR
N(b)≤ B˜
N (pe+n)
ψ(b).
Proof. —∑
a∈JR
r|a
N(a)≤B˜
ψ(a) =
∑
N(rb)≤B˜
b∈JR
ψ(rb) =
=
∑
b∈JR〈r〉
N(b)≤B˜/N(r)
ψ(r)ψ(b) +
∞∑
n=1
∑
pn||b
b∈JR
N(b)≤B˜/N(r)n+1
ψ(rpn)ψ(b/pn) =
=
∑
b∈JR〈r〉
N(b)≤B˜/N(r)
ψ(r)ψ(b) +
∞∑
n=1
∑
b′∈JR〈r〉
N(b′)≤ B˜
N (r)N (p)n
ψ(rpn)ψ(b′) =
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=
∞∑
n=0
ψ(rpn) ·
∑
b∈JR〈r〉
N(b)≤ B˜
N (r)N (p)n
ψ(b) =
∞∑
n=0
ψ(rpn) · ϕ1(p)
N(p)
·
∑
b∈JR
N(b)≤ B˜
N (r)N (p)n
ψ(b).
Lemma 4.4.7. — In the previous lemma, for ψ = 1, we have∑
r|a
N(a)≤B˜
1 ≈ 1
N (r)
·
∑
N(a)≤B˜
1.
Proof. —
∑
r|a
N(a)≤B˜
1 ≈
∞∑
n=0
ϕ1(p)
N (p)
·
∑
b∈JR
N(b)≤ B˜
N (pe+n)
1 ≈
≈
∞∑
n=0
ϕ1(p)
N(p)
· {hRq
−(g−1)
(q − 1) ·
B˜
N (p)e+n)
} = ϕ1(p)hRq
−(g−1)B
N (p)e+1(q − 1) ·
∞∑
n=0
N(p)−n =
=
(1−N (p−1)hRq−(g−1)B
N (p)e(q − 1) · (1−N(p)
−1)−1 =
hRq
−(g−1)B
N (p)(q − 1) .
Applying these lemata to (4.4.6) we obtain
∑
b⊂cE#
N(n(b))<B
1 =
∑
b⊂R
∑
f1∈〈
c
a1
〉
N(f1)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a1)
1/2
∑
f2∈〈
c
a2
〉
N(f2)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a2)
1/2
∑
f3∈〈
c
a3
〉
N(f3)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a3)
1/2
(
6
∑
f4∈〈
c
a4
〉
N(f4)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a4)
1/2
1
)
≈
≈ 6
∑
b⊂R
∑
f1∈〈
c
a1
〉
N(f1)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a1)
1/2
∑
f2∈〈
c
a2
〉
N(f2)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a2)
1/2
∑
f3∈〈
c
a3
〉
N(f3)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a3)
1/2
(
(q − 1)
hR
·
∑
〈 c
a4
〉|a
N(a)< B
1/2
N (b)N (a4)
1/2
1
)
≈
≈ 6(q − 1)
hR
·N (a4)
N (c)
·
∑
b⊂R
∑
f1∈〈
c
a1
〉
N(f1)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a1)
1/2
∑
f2∈〈
c
a2
〉
N(f2)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a2)
1/2
∑
f3∈〈
c
a3
〉
N(f3)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a3)
1/2
( ∑
N(a)< B
1/2
N (b)N (a4)
1/2
1
)
≈
≈ 6(q − 1)
hR
·N (a4)
N (c)
·
∑
b⊂R
∑
f1∈〈
c
a1
〉
N(f1)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a1)
1/2
∑
f2∈〈
c
a2
〉
N(f2)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a2)
1/2
∑
f3∈〈
c
a3
〉
N(f3)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a3)
1/2
(
hRq
−(g−1)
(q − 1) ·
B1/2
N (b)N (a4)1/2
)
≈
≈ 6(q − 1)
hR
·N (a4)
N (c)
·hRq
−(g−1)
(q − 1) ·
B1/2
N (a4)1/2
∑
b⊂R
1
N (b)
∑
f1∈〈
c
a1
〉
N(f1)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a1)
1/2
∑
f2∈〈
c
a2
〉
N(f2)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a2)
1/2
∑
f3∈〈
c
a3
〉
N(f3)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a3)
1/2
1 ≈
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≈ 6 ·B 12 · N (a4)
1
2 q−(g−1)
N (c)
∑
b⊂R
1
N (b)
∑
f1∈〈
c
a1
〉
N(f1)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a1)
1/2
∑
f2∈〈
c
a2
〉
N(f2)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a2)
1/2
∑
f3∈〈
c
a3
〉
N(f3)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a3)
1/2
1
and repeating the same calculation for the other sums
∑
b⊂cE#
N(n(b))<B
1 ≈ 6q
−4(g−1)N (a1)
1
2 N(a2)
1
2 N (a3)
1
2 N (a4)
1
2 ζR(4)
N (c)4
· B2.
Putting all together:
(4.4.7) LHS(4) ≈ 6 · q−4(g−1) · ζR(4) ·
N (discr(E))1/2
N (c)4
· B2 ·
( ∑
v0⊂E/cE#
n(v0)≡a0 (mod c)
1
)
.
[1.3] Rank 3 and 2. — For the rank 3-case, we have (recall the beginning of §4.4.1.2)
∑
b⊂cE#
N(n(b))<B
1 =
∑
b⊂R
∑
f1∈〈
c
a1
〉
N(f1)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a1)
1/2
∑
f2∈〈
c
a2
〉
N(f2)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a2)
1/2
(
2
∑
f3∈〈
c
a3
〉
N(f3)<
B1/2
N (b)N (a3)
1/2
1
)
=
=
2q−3(g−1)N (a1)
1
2 N (a2)
1
2 N (a3)
1
2 N (a4)
1
2 ζR(3)
N(c)3
· B 32 .
Therefore,
(4.4.8) LHS(3) ≈ 2 · q−3(g−1) · ζR(3) ·
N (discr(E))1/2B3/2
N (c)3
∑
v0⊂E/cE#
n(v0)≡a0 (mod c)
1;
and similarly, we obtain
(4.4.9) LHS(2) ≈ q−2(g−1) · ζR(2) ·
N (discr(E)1/2B
N (c)2
∑
v0⊂E/cE#
n(v0)≡a0 (mod c)
1.
for rank 2.
4.2. The right hand side. — For the computation of the RHS of (4.4.2), we recall first the local
representation densities (4.3.1)
dv(E , a) = q−
fn(m+r−1)
2
v N(discr(Ev))
n
2 N (discr(av))
r−1
2 rv(Ev, av mod pifvE#v ).
For v not dividing our modulus c, the orthogonal group has good reduction (in particular, the
quadratic form is regular over v). Therefore, we divide in two the product over the finite primes: the
product over the primes not dividing c, and the product over the others. This last product will cancel
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with the sum on the LHS left without calculation (cf. §4.4.1). So, we concentrate ourselves on the
infinite product ∏
v-c
dv(E , a).
Since the representation numbers rv(Ev, avmod pifv E#v ) essentially depend on the parity of the rank
of E , we need to make case distinction between 2, 4 and 3; this last case causing also and additional
inconvenience.
Before going into the cases, we write more precisely the local representation densities for those
primes v not dividing c. In this case, discr(Ev) ∈ R×v , so it defines an element of F×qv . If we denote by(
?
qv
)
: F×qv → {±1} the quadratic character, from [Kne92, §13] we have
(4.4.10) rv(Ev, av mod pifv E#v ) =

qm−1v +
(
δv
qv
)
q
m
2
v −
(
δv
qv
)
q
m
2
−1
v − 1 for m ≡ 0 (mod 2), v | a;
qm−1v −
(
δv
qv
)
q
m
2
−1
v for m ≡ 0 (mod 2), v - a;
qm−1v +
(
avδv
qv
)
q
m−1
2
v for m ≡ 1 (mod 2), v - a;
qm−1v − 1 for m ≡ 1 (mod 2), v | a.
[2.1] Rank 4, 2 case. — Summing up dv(Ev, av/tv) for all (local) ideal divisors t of av we get
d¯v(E , a) =N (av)
m
2
−1 · (1−
(δv
qv
)
q
−m
2
v ) ·
∑
pikv |av
(δv
qv
)k
q
−k(m
2
−1)
v .
Now, ∑
a≡a0 (mod c)
N(a)<B
∏
v 6∈S∞
d¯v(E , a) =
∏
v|c
d¯v(E , a0 mod pivE#) ·
∏
v-c
(1−
(δv
qv
)
q
−m
2
v )·
·
∑
a≡a0 (mod c)
N(a)<B
N (av)
m
2
−1
∑
b|a
(δv
b
)
N (b)−(
m
2
−1).
(4.4.11)
For m = 4 these last sums are asymptotically
≈ hRq
−(g−1)B2
2N (c)
·
∑
gcd(b,c)=1
N(b)<B
(δv
b
) 1
N (b)2
,
therefore ∑
a≡a0 (mod c)
N(a)<B
∏
v 6∈S∞
d¯v(E , a) = hRq
−(g−1)B2
2N (c)
∏
v|c
d¯v(E , a0 mod pivE#)·
·
(∏
v-c
(1−
(δv
qv
)
q−2v )
∑
gcd(b,c)=1
N(b)<B
(δv
b
) 1
N(b)2
)
.
Using the fact that
(4.4.12)
∏
v-c
(1−
(δv
qv
)
q−sv )
∑
gcd(b,c)=1
(δv
b
) 1
N(b)s
= 1
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for s > δ = 1 (valid also for s = δ when the character
(
δv
?
)
is non-trivial), we see
RHS(4) ≈
µ(O(G)(K)\OA(G))
µ(O(E)(K)\OA(E))
N (discr(E))1/2B2
N (c)4
·
∏
v|c
r(Ev mod cvE#v , av)
hRq
−(g−1)
2(q − 1) .
For the rank 2-case, we need to compute, cf. (4.4.11), the asymptotic for∑
bc≡a0 (mod c)
N(bc)<B
(δv
b
)
.
Again, we use here a trick due to Dirichlet (cf. [Sie35, page 566] or [Kne92, page 151 and ff.]).
As explained in last loc.cit., this trick consists in bounding the asymptotic for the sum over three
different regions defined below the hyperbola (consider this for the definitions of the regions below)
N (bc) = B:
R1 := {(b, c) | bc ≡ a0 (mod c) and N (b),N (c) < B
1
2 };
R2 := {(b, c) | bc ≡ a0 (mod c) and N (b) ≥ B 12 , N (c) < B 12};
R3 := {(b, c) | bc ≡ a0 (mod c) and N (c) ≥ B 12 , N (b) < B 12}.
Computing the asymptotic for these three regions gives
(4.4.13)
∑
a≡a0 (mod c)
N(a)<B
∑
b|a
(δv
b
)
≈ 2hRq
−(g−1)
(q − 1) ·
B
N (c)
·
∑
gcd(b,c)=1
N(b)<B
1
2
(δv
b
) 1
N (b)
.
Since the character
(
δ
?
)
is non-trivial, (4.4.12) holds, and therefore we have
(4.4.14) RHS(2) ≈
µ(O(G)(K)\OA(G))
µ(O(E)(K)\OA(E))
N (discr(E))1/2B
N (c)2
·
∏
v|c
r(Ev mod cvE#v , av)
2hRq
−(g−1)
(q − 1) .
[2.2] Rank 3 case. — This last case is classically a special one, since (besides one) three is the only odd
number smaller than five. The reason, why being greater or equal to five is important, is because in
the computations we have seen above, some L-series coming into play must be evaluated at (m/2)−1;
and hence we have absolute convergence only for m ≥ 5. The case m = 4 is not so difficult, since
there is conditional convergence (due to the non-triviality of the character, cf. §4.4.2.1), and the cases
2 and 3 are the most difficult (cf. [Sie35, Einleitung]).
For our last remaining computation, we can not use any of the classical tricks (loc.cit., [Sie37],
[Kne92, Kapitel X]). They are based on standard classical computations, either on the representation
number of an integer by the diagonal ternary quadratic form diag(1, 1, 1) (a result due to Gauß), or on
the analytic theory of modular forms and on explicit reduction theory of quadratic forms over totally
real number fields, as in [Sie37]. We can make the computation directly.
Recalling the local densities described at the beginning of §4.4.2 for m = 3, we have
∑
t2v|a
dv(E , a/t2) = dv(E , a) + dv(E , a/pi2v) + . . . =
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=N (av)
1
2 ·
[
(1− q−2v ) + . . . + (1− q−2v )q−rv + . . .+ (1− q−2v )q−(ev−1)v +
+
(
1 +
(av/pi2evv δv
qv
)
· q−1v + (1−
(av/pi2evv δv
qv
)2
)q−2v
)]
.
Setting ev := bv(a)/2c and χ(b) :=
(
aδ
b
)
, the last sum becomes
d¯v(E , a) =N (av) 12 ·
ev∑
k=0
q−kv
[
1 + χ(av/pi
2k
v ) · q−1v − (1− χ(av/pi2kv )2)q−2v
]
=
=N(av)
1
2 ·
[
ev∑
k=0
q−kv +
ev∑
k=0
χ(av/pi
2k
v )q
−(k+1)
v −
ev∑
k=0
(1− χ(av/pi2kv )2)q−(k+2)v
]
=
=N (av)
1
2 ·
[ ev∑
k=0
q−kv + χ(av/pi
2ev
v ) · q−(ev+1)v + (1− χ(av/pi2evv )2) · q−(ev+2)v
]
Hence,
d¯v(E , a) =N (av)
1
2 ·
ev∑
k=0
q−kv ·
[
1 +
χ(av/pi
2ev
v )∑ev
k=0 q
k
v
· q−1v +
(1− χ(av/pi2evv )2)∑ev
k=0 q
k
v
· q−2v
]
.
We take now the product of the d¯v(E , a)’s over the primes not dividing c, and obtain that the
asymptotic of this product: ∑
a≡a0 (mod c)
N(a)<B
∏
v-c
d¯v(E , a)
is ∑
a≡a0 (mod c)
N(a)<B
N (a)
1
2 ≈ 1
N(c)
∑
N(a)<B
N (a)
1
2 ≈ 1
N (c)
{2hRq
−(g−1) ·B 32
3(q − 1) }.
Namely, over the primes dividing a it is clear that the asymptotic is given by N (a)
1
2 , since the
remaining factor can be uniformly bounded by a sum
∑
b2|aN (b); whereas the product over the
primes not dividing a is precisely the special value of Lχ(1). In our case, this L-function is indeed
a polynomial in q−s and the independent coefficient is 1 (cf. [Wei95, Chapter VII, §7] or [Ros02,
Chapter 14]). Therefore, again the main contribution of these factors is N (a)
1
2 .
Replacing this in the formula above,
RHS(3) ≈
µ(O(G)(K)\OA(G))
µ(O(E)(K)\OA(E))
N (discr(E))1/2B3/2
N (c)3
·
∏
v|c
r(Ev mod cvE#v , av) ·
2hRq
−(g−1)
3(q − 1) .
Combining the computations for the left and for the right hand sides, we finished the proof of
Theorem 4.4.1.
5. Applications and Consequences
5.1. Genus-versal integral quadratic bundles. — Let q := (q, E) be a quadratic bundle over a
curve X (with respect to S ⊂ X). Recall the definition of a representation: the quadratic bundle q
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represents the quadratic bundle q′ := (q′, E) if there is an isometry φ from q′ to q.
Definition 4.5.1. — An integral quadratic bundle (q, E) as above is d-genus-versal(2), for d ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,m = rk(E)}, if and only if every quadratic bundle q′ of dimension d which is represented by
some quadratic bundle in the genus of q, is represented by q itself (i.e. all isomorphism classes in the
genus represent the same forms of dimension d). A 1-genus-versal quadratic bundle is simply called
genus-versal.
One may call a genus of a quadratic bundle d-genus-versal if some, and hence any, form in the
genus is d-genus-versal.
In this section, we will show, as an application of Theorem 4.4.1 the following
Theorem 4.5.2. — Let R be a global ring with quotient field K, a function field. Fix a positive
number B ∈ R>0. There are finitely many isomorphy classes of genus-versal, definite (integral)
quadratic forms over R with norm not greater than B.
Remark 4.5.3. — We will give a bound for the discriminants of genus-versal definite quadratic
forms, so the restriction on the integrality of the form is not essential (cf. Proposition 2.1.9 and
Remark 2.1.10).
Remark 4.5.4. — The bound B in the theorem above, is simply to avoid the following trivial fact.
Let E be a genus-versal quadratic bundle (over Spec(R)), then any (integral) multiple of it is again
genus-versal. This means that the cardinality of the set of genus-versal quadratic forms is either 0
or infinity. But how many essentially different genus-versal quadratic forms do exist? In a more
mathematical language, in the case of principal ideal domains (and for example also in the classical
case (Z,Q)), this translates into:
how many primitive, integral, genus-versal quadratic forms do exist?
The restriction to primitive forms is a particular case of the restriction on the norm written in Theorem
4.5.2; namely quadratic forms of norm smaller or equal to 1.
So, all in all, Theorem 4.5.2 generalizes what is known in the classical case, a result first proved by
G.L. Watson in his Ph. D. [Wat53] (see also [Wat76])
Theorem 4.5.5. — For each dimension d ∈ N, there exist finitely many primitive, positive definite,
integral quadratic forms over Z.
Note that in the function field case there are only definite forms in rank up to 4 (whereas in the
classical case one has definite forms in all dimensions). The only previously known result in the function
field case, is for the very special case of rational function fields (Fq[T ],Fq(T )) (i.e. Theorem 4.5.2 holds
for R := Fq[T ]), recently proved in [CD05]. In that paper, the main ingredient is the explicit reduction
theory for definite quadratic forms, only available in Fq[T ] (due to Gerstein’s [Ger03]). So, the use
(2)In the literature, these quadratic forms are known as regular, after Dickson’s studies in the theory of ternary quadratic
forms over Z. Nevertheless, this term is very inappropriate, since regular forms are indeed quadratic forms whose adjoint
is bijective. For this reason, in order to avoid confusion, and recalling the definition of a universal quadratic form: it
represents every element of the ring; we use here the term genus-versal. Universal means the quadratic form represents
everything in the universe (=ring), whereas genus-versal means it represents everything represented by the genus (i.e.
universal in the restricted universe given by the genus: elements of the ring represented by some form in the genus).
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of the Minkowski-Siegel formula is a powerful ingredient to get rid of this obstruction, for proving the
statement in full generality for any global ring.
For a general account, see the overview paper in the subject of “regular” (here genus-versal)
quadratic forms: [CEO04].
Proof of Theorem 4.5.2. — We will show that for large N(E), the LHS of (4.4.1),
(4.5.1)
1∑h(E)
l=1 |O(El)(U)|−1
h(E)∑
l=1
R(El,F)
|O(El)(U)|
becomes smaller than 1, so in particular the genus of E cannot be genus-versal (as one directly concludes
from the inequality). It is clear from Proposition 2.1.9, that it suffices to bound the discriminant (or
equivalently the reduced determinant and the norm, which is already bounded). To do so, we show
that
(1) for a particularly chosen quadratic form (bundle over Spec(R)), a, the local representation
densities d¯v(E , a) are smaller than one, at all the places where the discriminant is supported (and also
the greater the valuation of the discriminant at such a place is, the smaller the local representation
density is);
(2) for the places not dividing the discriminant, we obtain a universal bound depending only on
the ring R; which would finish the proof.
Let q := (q, E) be a definite quadratic form of dimension m over R. Choose a quadratic form of
dimension 1, a, represented by the genus of E and of minimal discriminant (the counting norm is
discrete). Using Hasse Principle, we obtain that the support of the discriminant of a is contained in
the support of the discriminant of E (and also the valuations at those places of the discriminant of a
are at most the valuations of discr(E)): v(discr(a)) ≤ v(discr(E)).
From the computations in §4.4.2 at the places outside the support of the discriminant of E , we see
clearly for ranks 4 and 2, that the product ∏
v 6∈|S∞|
v 6∈supp(discr(E))
dv(E ,F)
is uniformly bounded, so
(4.5.2)
µF(m− 1)
µF(m)
∏
v 6∈|S∞|
v 6∈supp(discr(E))
dv(E ,F)
can be bounded depending only on R (cf. Theorem 4.4.1). For the rank 3 case, we obtain this bound
from the fact that the L-series appearing in §4.4.2.2 can be uniformly bounded depending only on
R, since it is a polynomial in q−s, with coefficients again bounded from R (actually coming from
properties of the class group of R). (See [Wei95, Chapter VII, §7] or Rosen op.cit..)
Now, we need to show that the local representation densities contribute with numbers smaller than
1. For m = 1 there is nothing to show.
(1) Let m = 2, then for v ∈ supp(discr(E)) we have Ev ∼= 〈piav , pibv〉, for 0 ≤ a ≤ b (clearly not both
0). Then we have
pifvE#v ⊂ 〈piav , pibv〉 ⊂ 〈pi−av , pi−bv 〉,
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where fv = 2b ≥ 2. From the choice of a, we have only primitive representations: d¯v(E , a) = dv(E , a).
But this last local density is (recall (4.3.1))
q−fvv N (discr(Ev))
1
2 rv(Ev, av mod pifvv E#v ).
Now N (discr(Ev)) 12 = q
a+b
2
v . The last factor is 1 in the case a = b (clear, since the index
[
Ev : pifvv E#v
]
is 1, so it can be 1 or 0 depending on the existence or not of a single representation) and we get
dv(Ev , av) ≤ q−bv < 1 (keep in mind the dependence on b: the greatest exponent appearing in the
diagonalized form of Ev).
If 0 ≤ a < b, then rv(Ev, a mod pifvv E#) is at most q
2(b−a)
2
v , where q
2(b−a)
v is the index of pi
fv
v E#v in Ev.
So, we get in this case dv(Ev, av mod pifvv E#v ) ≤ q
−4b+(a+b)+2(b−a)
2
v = q
−(b+a)
2
v < 1 and again recall that
the density bound depends on the valuation of the discriminant of E .
(2) Let m = 3. In this case we have (after the same observation as above about the primitivity of
the representations of a), that
d¯v(Ev, av) = q−2fvv N (discr(Ev))
1
2 N (discr(av))
1
2 rv(Ev, av mod pifvv E#v ).
Denote Ev by 〈piav , pibv, picv〉, with c ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ a ≤ b ≤ c. So, fv = 2c,N (Ev) = qa+b+cv andN (av) = qav .
It remains to study rv(Ev, av mod pifvv E#v ). The index of pifvv E#v inside Ev is q2(c−a)+2(c−b)v , and the
local representations we have to compute are the same as the representations of an element by a
binary form over a ring with q
2(c−a)
v elements (actually this gives an upper bound, since we may have
enlarged the ring by qb−av ). But this number can be bounded from above. The expected number of
such representations is the number of elements of the ring to the power (2 − 1) − (1 · (1 + 1)/2) (a
simple combinatorial argument). The actual number of representations may differ from it in a power
series of q
2(c−a)
2
v (i.e. half the number of elements in the ring) with coefficients ±1 (cf. Siegel [Sie35]
or Kneser [Kne92, Kapitel IV] for the case the ring is a field). Hence, rv(Ev, av mod pifvv E#v ) can be
bounded by
q
2(c−a)+
(c−a)
2
v .
Putting altogether, we obtain
dv(Ev, av) = q
−8c+a+b+c+a
2
v rv(Ev , av mod pifvv E#v ) ≤ q
−7c+2a+b
2
v ·
(
q
4(c−a)+(c−a)
2
v
)
≤
≤ q
−c−3a
2
v ≤ q−
c
2
v < 1;
where again, the quantity is smaller than 1, and depends on the valuation of the discriminant of E at
v (dependence again on the highest exponent c).
The remaining m = 4 case follows with exactly the same arguments.
Therefore, if the norm of the discriminant is big enough (for example N (discr(E))−18 bigger than the
bound for (4.5.2)), then (4.5.1) is smaller than 1.
Remark 4.5.6. — Fixing a particular global ring R, one can explicitly compute the bounds given in
the proof, and so one can effectively compute, say for example for R := Fq[T ], all genus-versal forms.
Moreover, by doing this, one could also answer the still open question (cf. [CD05]), whether there
exist or not genus-versal quadratic forms of class number strictly bigger than one. This means also,
this approach seems to be more effective than the reduction theory used in op.cit..
The answer to this question above in the classical case is negative, and the counter example was
constructed by Kitaoka in dimension 3 (one can see this also from the theory of (supersingular)
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elliptic curves over F11, cf. [Cer]). Finding an example for a genus-versal, definite quadratic form
using the Brandt’s correspondence (cf. loc. cit.) in the global ring case seems to me impossible. We
would rather support the conjecture, that in Fq[T ] all genus-versal definite (integral) quadratic forms
have class number one. This problem will be addressed soon jointly with J. Bureau (Louisiana, USA).
5.2. Deuring-Gekeler Maßformel. — In [Gek83] and in [Gek92] Gekeler computed the sum of
the reciprocals of the cardinality of the automorphisms of supersingular Drinfeld modules of rank 2
up to isomorphisms (i.e. the Maßformel for Drinfeld modules), which is the analogon to the famous
formula of Deuring (cf. [Deu41]) ∑
E supersingular elliptic curve
over Fp/∼=
|Aut(E)|−1 = (p − 1)
24
.
We are not going to develop the theory of supersingular Drinfeld modules of rank 2 and their
relation with ternary quadratics forms; which in the classical case was studied in [Cer]. Instead, we
would like to announce, that using the so called Brandt correspondence, we can derive the Maßformel
of Gekeler cited above from our Theorem 4.4.1, by simply computing the local densities for definite
ternary quadratic forms of prime discriminant. This can be easily done using some well known results
(which go back to Dickson), on the order of orthogonal groups over finite fields. All this will be the
subject of a forthcoming work.
5.3. Lefschetz trace formula over stacks and Minkowski-Siegel formula. — Along the lines
of [BD05], we would like to derive the Minkowski-Siegel formula from the Lefschetz trace formula for
the stack of principal orthogonal bundles on curves with a given additional level structure. In loc.cit.,
using the Lefschetz trace formula, Behrend and Dhillon obtain a formula for the Maß of the genus.
ARITHMETICAL SEMI-GROUPS
(We follow [Kno75]. Any result without proof in this section, can be found in loc. cit.) Let G be
a commutative semi-group with unit, P ⊂ G a countable subset, such that for any g ∈ G there exist
unique:
r ∈ N; e1, . . . , er ∈ N and p1, . . . , pr ∈ P,
such that g = pe11 . . . p
er
r . The subset P will be called the set of primes of G.
Moreover, let |·| : G→ R+ be a map with the following conditions:
ASG1) |1G| = 1;
ASG2) |p| > 1∀p ∈ P;
ASG3) |g1g2| = |g1||g2| ∀g1, g2 ∈ G;
ASG4) # {p ∈ P | |g| ≤ B} <∞, ∀B ∈ R>0.
We call the data (G, |·|,P) an arithmetical semi-group.
Example 5.0.7 (Prototype). — G = (Z, ·)/Z× which can be identified with {1, 2, 3, . . .}, for |·| we
take the ordinary absolute value, and for P the set of (rational) prime numbers. This is the standard
example of classical analytical number theory.
Remark 5.0.8. — In other words, the triple in the example consists of the semi-group of Z-ideals,
the subset P consisting of the prime Z-ideals, and the ordinary absolute value. More generally, we
can take any Dedekind domain R inside a global field K, JR the semi-group of the R-ideals, and P
the set of prime ideals in R; plus an absolute value on JR, which can be obtained as explained above.
In chapter 4, we will focus our attention to the case K being the function field of a curve X over a
finite field, and R the sub-ring of regular functions on an affine Zariski open subset U of X, and |·|
will be the norm function N (·).
All arithmetical semi-groups we are going to deal with satisfy Axiom A ([Kno75, page 75]):
There exist positive constants A, δ and η, with δ > η ≥ 0, such that
AG(B) = AB
δ +O(Bη), for B →∞;
where AG(B) is the number of elements in G of norm at most B.
Remark 5.0.9. — Resumig remark 5.0.8, one has for function fields (cf. §1.1.4) that δ = 1 (as in
the classical case), A = hRq
−(g−1)
(q−1) .
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1. Arithmetical functions. Some properties
1.1 We define now, (classical, abstract) arithmetical functions associated with an arithmetical group
(G, |·|,P) and give some properties, which will be used later on.
Denote AG(B) :=
∑
g∈G
|g|≤B
1, for any B ∈ R+. The Mo¨bius function is defined by:
µ(g) :=

1 , if g = 1;
(−1)r , if g =∏ri=1 peii , and ei > 0;
0 , else.
The Euler-ϕ function is given by
ϕ(g) :=
∑
g′∈G
|g′|≤|g|
gcd(g′,g)=1
1;
where the greatest common divisor can be defined, as usual, from the properties ASG1-ASG4.
We have the classical result (with the same proof)
ϕ(g) =
∑
δ|g
µ(δ)AG(|g/δ|).
There are also similar useful Euler-functions for a given real number r:
ϕr(g) :=
∑
d|a
µ(d)|a/d|r .
They are useful, for example, for determining the asymptotic of the arithmetical semi-group obtained
from a given one G, in the following way. Take r ∈ G and define G〈r〉 as the semi-group of all elements
of G which are coprime to r (henceforth we easily obtain an arithmetical semi-group in the sense
above). We are interested in the asymptotic of this newly defined semi-group.
Proposition 5.1.1. — In the notation above, the semi-group G〈r〉 satisfies axiom A, and has asymp-
totic
AG〈r〉(B) = Aϕδ(r)|r|−δBδ +O(Bη).
1.2 As for classical arithmetical functions, we have a more general version of the Mo¨buis inversion
formula (proposition 5.1.2). To state it, we define first the algebra of arithmetical functions, where
the general statements will hold.
The complex valued functions on G form the set of arithmetical functions, Dir(G). It is clearly a
complex vector space, to which we add a multiplicative law:
(φ ? ψ)(g) :=
∑
δh=g
φ(δ)ψ(h), for any φ,ψ ∈ Dir(G) and g ∈ G,
called the convolution of φ with ψ.
This unital, associative algebra is the Dirichlet algebra of G.
A function f ∈ G is called completely multiplicative (multiplicative) if f(ab) = f(a)f(b) for any
a, b ∈ G (with gcd(a, b) = 1).
Proposition 5.1.2 (Mo¨bius inversion formula). — For any φ,ψ ∈ Dir(G) holds
ψ(g) =
∑
δ|g
φ(δ)⇔ φ(g) =
∑
δ|g
µ(δ)ψ(g/δ).
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The zeta-function if an arithmetical semi-group G is defined as
ζG(z) :=
∑
g∈G
|g|−z.
It is the multiplicative inverse of the Mo¨bius function in the Dirichlet algebra.
We close this section, with a simple and useful lemma. Define for any φ ∈ Dir(G) and B ∈ R+,
A(φ,B) :=
∑
g∈G
A(g)≤B
φ(g).
Lemma 5.1.3. — Let φ,ψ ∈ Dir(G). Then
A(φ ? ψ,B) =
∑
|g|≤B
ψ(g)A(ψ,B/|g|) =
∑
|g|≤B
ψ(g)A(φ,B/|g|).
Proof. —
A(φ ? ψ,B) =
∑
|g|≤B
∑
δh=g
φ(δ)ψ(h) =
∑
|δh|≤B
φ(δ)ψ(h) =
=
∑
|δ|≤B
φ(δ)
∑
|h|≤B/|δ|
ψ(h) =
∑
|h|≤B
ψ(h)
∑
|δ|≤B/|h|
φ(δ).
2. L-functions and asymptotical properties
Here we simply recall [Kno75, Chapter IV, §2, Prop. 2.8] which is also of use in chapter 4.
Proposition 5.2.1. — Let G be an arithmetical semi-group satisfying axiom A. Then:
(1) ∑
N(a)≤B
N (a)−δ ≈B→∞ δA log(B).
(2) For <(z) = η, ∑
N(a)≤B
N (a)−z ≈ δA
δ − zB
δ−z +O(log(B)).
(3) If <(z) ≤ δ, <(z) = δ 6= η and z 6= δ, then∑
N(a)≤B
N(a)−z ≈ δA
δ − zB
δ−z.
With methods similar os the ones used in the proof of the above proposition (cf. op.cit), it is proved
that the L-series
Lχ(s) :=
∑
g∈G
χ(g)|g|−s,
for χ a non-trivial character, defines an analytical function for <(s) > η (see [Kno75, Chapter 9,
§5]).
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